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Cody Holland, sophomore from Benton, holds a finch that flew into a
window T uesday afternoon outside the Carr Health buil~g.

Students display fine art
in Curris Center lounge
A fine art print sale will be held from
11 am. to 4:30 p.m. Friday in the Curris
Center Rocking Chair Lounge.
The sale will include hand pulled
lithographs, etchings, silk screens and
wood cuts made by Murray State faculty, art students and visiting artists.
All proceeds from the sale go to the
Murray State Art Student Travel
Scholarship.

Honors Day Ceremony
to recognize leadership
The Honors Day Ceremony is
scheduled for 2:30 p.m. May 13 in
Lovett Auditorium. The ceremony
will recognize students for academic
achievements and leadership.
For more information, contact
MaryAnn Hargrove in the Provost's
Office at 762-6465.

Hester College recycles,
wins residential contest
Hester College was named the winner of the campus-wide recycling
campaign, Facilities Management, the
Center for Environmental Education
and the Student Goverflment Association sponsored.

From Aprill6 through 22 recycling
bins were placed in all residence halls
and the colleges competed to see
which could recycle the most based
on pounds recycled per student.
Hester College won with .58 pounds
recycled per student. The college was
named "Best in Recycling." It also
was awarded a $50 check and an SGAsponsored pizza party.

Campus program needs
volunteers for cast, crew
Students are needed for the cast
and crew of "Realities on Campus."
No experience is needed, but individuals must have a flexible schedule.
Students must be on campus Aug.
17 to rehearse for the show on at 10
a.m. Aug. 23.
All i n terested students should
attend an informational session at 4
p.m. May 4.
For more information, contact the
Womens' Center at 762-3140, or Jane
Etheridge at womenscenter@murraystate.edu.
'r;o..

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Jacqueline Jordan, assistant news editor. If you would like to submit information for Campus Briefly, phone
762-4480.

8:07 a.m. Ryan Whittaker,
senior from Paducah. was
issued a citation for expired reg·
istration and careless driving.
1:47 p.m. A caller requested an
officer locate the 1owner of a
vehicle blocking the ent ranee to
the Purcell Tennis Courts.
5:29 p.m A resident adviser
from Regents College reported
someone had dented a car with
a hammer.
8:33 p .m. A caller from Hester
College reported the front covers of the second floor water
coolers were missing. Central
Plant was advised.
8:47 p.m. A caller from Alexander Hall requested officers
check on a man and woman who
appeared to be having a verbal
disagreement. A report was
taken.

Friday, April 22
1:51 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a vehicle was
missing from the parking lot.
The subject found the car in the
Curris Center parking lot.
11:57 p.m. A Racer Arena
employee found a basketball in
the arena. It was turned in to
lost and found at Public Safety.
3:10 p.m. A caller from 15th and
Olive Streets reported that the
Stubblefield Gate was malfunctioning. Facilities Management
was notified.

Saturday, April 23

were gone upon officer arrival.

2:03p.m. A caller from White
College reported someone had
broken into a vehicle. Nothing
was missing from the vehicle,
and a report was taken.

Sunday, April24
1:43 a.m. A caller reported
individuals in the ditch beside
16th Street. The Murray Police
Department was notified.
3:25 a.m A caller from White
College reported stolen clothing. A report was taken for theft
by unlawful taking of items valued at less than $300. The incident is under investigation.
9:23 a.m. A caller from
Oakhurst reported items were
missing from the front of the
building. A report was taken
and the incident is under investigation.
2:57 p.m. A warning was issued
to two male juveniles for violating bicycle rules on campus.

Monday, April25
12:34 a.m A childrens' red Little Tikes push car was found
by the Rainey T. Wells statue
in front of Pogue Library. It
was turned in to lost and found
at Public Safety.
1:12 p.m. A caller reported
someone fell and hit his/her
head on the floor. Emergency
Medical Services transported
the subject to the hospital.
11:12 p.m A caller from the college circle reported another
student threatened him/her. A
report was taken, and the incident is under investigation.

9:01 a.m. A caller from 16th
Street reported individuals
marking on the sidc,valk with
blue chalk. The markings were
needed for the 5K run later the
1\tesday, April 26
same day.
12:01 a.m. A caller from White 1:01 a.m. A caller from Hart
College requested to speak College reported being conwith an officer regarding an cerned about a friend who was
incident that occurred during not in his/her room. The indithe night. A report w01s taken.
vidual advised the officer
l2:46 a.m. A caller from he/she was fine.
Springer College reported two 10 a.m. The Residence Direcmales were standing in front of tor of Hart College reported
the residence hall. Subjects finding burned paper in the

fourth floor north stairwell.
The Murray Fire Department,
Housing and Facmties Management were notified, and a
fire report was taken.
1:57 p .m. A caller from Alexander Hall reported a minor acci·
dent without injuries in the visitors' lot. An accident report
was taken, and a parking ticket
was issued.
2:21 p.m. A caller from Hart
College reported damage to
his/her vehicle in the parking
lot. The vehicle had been
moved from the scene where
damage occurred and a was
taken.
5:07 p .m. A caller from the
Regional Special Events Center
reported juveniles in the lower
level throwing a ball at the
wall. The subjects almost hit
people walking in the area. The
individuals were gone upon
officer arrival.
6:44 p.m. A caller reported the
power lines in front of Elizabeth College appeared to be
glowing. An officer advised
that the sun was shining on the
wires.

Wednesday, April 27
11:18 a.m. A caller from the
equestrian center was transported to the Murray Calloway
County Hospital. Emergency
Medical Services were notified.
1 p.m. A Huffy bike was
reported stolen from Faculty
Hall. A report was taken.
Motorist assists - 4
Racer escorts - 13
Arrests- 0

Police Beat is compiled by
Jacqueline Jordan, assistant
new$ editor. with materials
provided by Public Safety. AJJ
dispatched calls are not listed.
For a complete listing. visit
www.thenews.org.
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Loan. Consolidation Benefits
College G~aduates
Recent grads must act before July 1 to secure historically low interest rates

1

If you're like most students,
chances are you'll oe leaving
school with thousands of dollars in student loan debt. Although making monthly student
loan payments while starting
out on your own cim be difficult, consolidation can help.
Consolida!ton is one of the
smartest ways for college graduates to manage student loan
debt - but it is critical to act
quickly. Time is running out to
lock in one of the lowest interest rates in history. Rates are
likely to rise on July I - only
three months from now.
The Federal Consolidation
Loan Progmm allows graduates
(or parents with PLUS loans) to
combine all eligible federal stu·
dent loans into a single new
loan. This new consolidated
loan has o lixed interest rate
and extended repayment tenns
!.hat can signiticantly lower
monthly payments. Congress
established the Federal Loan
Consolidation Program so
graduates can take advantage or
one low, fixed rate and take
more hmc to pay back their
loans. This means that cash·
strapped gmduates with comparably low entry-level salaries
can take smaller chunks out of
their paychech for loan pay·
ments - and have more money
left over to pay rent and other
necessary bills.
Additionally. graduates who
consolidate within the first six
months after graduation - before their loans enter repayment
- can reduce their interest rate
by up to an additional 0.6 percent 1. Although a 0.6 percent
decrease may seem small, it
can potentially save thousanili.
of dollars in interest over time.

Tbis year, t here's even m ore
reason for gr a d uates to act
quickly. Over the past several
years, rates have fallen to historic lows. That's about to change,
however. as this year's rates are
expected to rise by two percentage points or more. It Is impo rtant to take Immed ia te action
before federal student loan Inte rest r ates are adjusted on

July J.
The Congressional Budget
Office projects that student loan
rate:- for the 2005-2006 school
year rate will jump by at least
two percentage points, to about
5.5 percent. and will continue to
grow for the foreseeable future• This potential increase
would be reflected in both Stafford and PLUS loan rates.
Graduates who consolidate before these new, higher rates take
elfcct on July I can avoid the rate
increase and save thousands by
consolidating today and locking
in unprecedented low interest
rates for the life of their loan.
"According to the Congres·
sional Budget Oflice, federal
student loan interest rates are
projected to rise this July and
each July thereafter in the near
future," Massachusetts Senator
Edward Kennedy \\-rote in a
Bentley College Vanguard editorial March I 0. "According to
the Congressional Research
Service, the fiXed interest rate
benefit today is worth over
$5,000 for the typical, ne\V student borrower over the life of
his or her college debt."

For more information,
call a loan consultant
atl-866-311-8076 or visit
~'K-'K-•.thenew.~.orgAtudentloan

to see ifyou qualify
for these sm·ing.~.

While visiting the paper online. he .wn: to sign up for the email edition.
It's the best we1y tv stay informed bevond graduation, and it:~.free.

Coatolldatlon Benefits
• Lower monthly payments.
Exttndc(l repayment terms can
cut your monthly student loan
payments in half and help you
make ends meet. You can usc

Congratulations to Our
Newly Initiated Members

the CXtnl money for n«eSSIIIC&

like housing. transponataon or
credit cant debt.
• Fixed Interest Rille!. YoW"
existing stud~nt loans have u
variable ra1e that could rise twcr
time. By consolidating, you'll
lock in o fixed interest rate for
the hfc of your loan, savmg )OU
money by gJVmg you immunity
from any future rate mcreases.
• One Convenient Payment.
You'll have only one student
Joan payment to make each
month to one lender.
• Borrower Bencfits'2. You may
be able to lower your fiXed
mterest rate by up to an
additional 1.25 percent by
making your payments
electronically and on-time.
Ad Quickly- Two Reuom
Jf you are about to graduate (or
have recently graduated). you
should consolidate before your
loans enter repayment. If you do
so, you can receive an
additional 0.06 percent rate
reduction. Also, loan interest
rates are expected to rise on July
1. Apply early to ensure you
lock in today's historically low
rates before they increase in
July.
It's Free
It costS nothing to consolidatethere are no fees. no credit
checks and no prepayment
pcnalticll.
An You About to Graduate?
Act now by registering with the
Student Loan Consolida1ion
Prognun (SLCP). SLCP will
provide you with additional
infonnation about consolidation
1llld will contact you after
graduatton to remind you to
apply early. SLCP will make
sure you don't have to worry
about missing out on the
benefits of consolidatie>n. It's
free and there·~ no obligation.

Cali Corsi
Jessica )ones
Katie Just
Cami Knapp
Manay Laszewski
Brittney· Saling
Amy Stallings
Cassie Webb

I

Welcome to

Alpha Sigma Alpha!
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Board of Regents to set official increase amount at May 20 meeting
From Pagel
as possible. He said certain
fixed costs, which total
about $1 million each year,
must be addressed first
every year in the University's budget. This is one rcason tuition increases.
Alexander said he is conscious of student debt and
wants to prevent students
from having to work long
hours on top of a full class
load to pay their tuition.
''There are some out there
w ho believe as long as

enrollment is going up, it
do~sn't negatively affect
students to raise tuition," he
said. "I don't believe that.
When students have to
work, they are less likely to
stay and less likely to graduate."
Murray State officials
projected W~stern Kentucky University's tuition to
increase 17 percent for the
fall, which translates into
$360 and would make
WKU's in-state tuition
$2,580 per semester.
However, WKU Prcsi-

"The WKU applicant pool
dent Gary Ransdell said via
e-mail the school set tuition for this fall is up 20 percent
increases through the 2007- over last year and has
08 school year at its April grown every year since
board meeting.
1998," he said. "The WKU
It will increase $204 this enrollment for fall '05 will
fall, which is a n 8.6 percent be at an all-time high, as it
increase and makes WKU's was last fa ll. For the last
tuition $2,424 each semes- seven years, WKU has been
ter. Western's tuition is set the fastest growing univer:
to increase 5 percent each sity in Kentucky, with 24
fall for the next two years. · percent growth since 1998."
However, Ransdell said
Ransdell also said he did
the university has not seen not notice detrimental
negative effects of tuition effects to the area's econohikes even though they my because of continued
occurred in 2004 mid-year.
tuition increases.

1 008 Chestnut St.
I

Showtlmes on the nnernor

www.hollvwood.com

24-Hour Information Line

RENT YOUR MOVIES
ATTHEMOVIES

._

Wllll. . .a.IJII.

I'M SICK

•House calls
• Component upgrades
• Software upgrades
•Repair
• Speed increases
•General mamtenance
• Home Networks installed and set up
• Custom built computers
• Virus removal
• Popup'sremoved
•Custom built databases
• System and Network Consulting

PC DOCTOR
Murray, Ky.
270-226-9577

• ••••..sncm...,l$41 ,

mcnt and graduation rates.
He said the University has
fallen behind the state
curve in salary increases,
and this year is an attempt
to make up for that as well.
"It is higher this year than
it has been in the past
because we have a better
budget, which has also
allowed us to increase
tuition less," Alexander
said. "We also want to make
sure we're not losing any
faculty or staff because our
performance is so high as a
University."

TRAVEL TO KANSAS CITY &
TOTALLY GET PAID FOR IT !
Average student ma kes

ANY TWO RENTALS
MONDAY - TifURSDAY
FOR $4

753-3314

MSU STUDENTS

The Board of Regents will
make official Murray State
tuition decisions May 20 at
its meeting in the Jesse Stuart Room ofPogue Library.
The Board also will set
salary increases for faculty
and staff. Alexander said he
projects
salaries
will
increase 5.5 percent beginning in the fall. In 2004, faculty and staff salaries
increased 2.73 percent.
Alexander said the salary
increase is important to
reward employees for
efforts in increasing enroll-

(DVD;YHS/VIDEOGAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CAll 753-8084

Contact Dustin @ 762-2384
Work with highly motivated, success-driven,
competitive students at a top-tier internship.

Ezell's

Is your super-fast computer
running slow?
Does it take all day for
your computer to boot up?
Is your computer slow going from
Web page to Webpage?
20 years experience wfth
Computers. Graduate of Unfversfty
Of LouisvU/e Classes include A+,
Net+, MCSE. MCDBA. Access,
SOL Server. and Visual Basic. net.

the_pcdoctOI@chatter.net

Cosmetology ~ ~
School
~~;}
&),~

MSU Students

LIVE
PERFORMANCE!

Receive l 0% discount!
look your best from head to toe with .
hairslyles, highlighting,

Open Mic Karaoke
Tonight • 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

manicures, and pedicures!

Come In for a new look!

Hymnal3000
Saturday • 7 p.m. - 9 p .m.

504 Maple St. • 753-47Z3
Monday • Friday 8 a.m. • 2:30 p.m.
C!Qss~ ovo1klble

Call

rn Cosmetology & lnstrtJctor Tro1mng

~59-5~4~

for more details.

200 S. 4th St. • Mu rray, Ky.

Saturday, May 7

DRY RUN 10 P.M. • 2 A.M.
Saturday, May 14
• Average crcdil (not

EMPTY HANDED 10 P.M. • 2 A.M.

• Pr\!,Cntly
Employed

Saturday, May 21

SWEET PAPA DAVE & THE BLUE KATS
10 P.M. • 2 A.M.
• JO()~, loan. no tnonc::y
• Flc::xihk. tilrgivmg rwogram
• E:c(cellt>nl lh.c::u rnt~ • :lO yr.

(27Ul 7SJ-7..JU7
~

lii5iJ

I l l ' \ l.:'til\1
H • \lilll.l\

"11k

ti#IM'"

~ Thoro~~l!!!~4.
10¢ off any Creamice beverage! Offer expires May 6, 2005.
• Iced LJtte & Moc111
• Clr..a Mlcclllltl
• Wlite Chocalate Medii

• IIDt Cllocollte
• TIZD Cbll
• Ciplllccfllo

Pastry Items: Assorted bars, muffins, danish, cinnamon rolls, & cookies!
Come find out what our coffee of the day is!
Finals Week: May 8 - 12 open until 2 a.m.
Open: Monday - Friday 7 a.m. · 11 p.m. & Saturday & Sunday 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Located in Hart Residential College • 762-5333

The Purple Building
Leeder Bottom

Highway 45 & 1241
Cou•~ u•~~t tu~ 1au•es!
Babydoll's Cabaret Review!

THEY WILL ROCK YOUR WORLD!
Must be 21
Monday - Saturday 5 p .m. - 1 a .m.
270-534-0333 • 270-293-2069
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OPINION

OplnJon EdJtor: Carrie Pond
Phone: 762-·i-4<58

Do you lock your door
when leaving the room?
Why or why not?
"Yes, because my
guitar is in there,
and I don't know
what I'd do if that
was stolen."

Budget
prompts
tuition
•
tocreases
OuR VIEW:

Nathan Heady
junior, Clay

Issue:
THE

"Absolutely. It
· takes like two
seconds ... so that
you know there is
no boogeyrnan in
your room when
you come back.'•

TUITION
FOR MuRRAY STATE
STUDENTS IS
EXPECTED

Jordan Adsit

TO

junior: Memph•s. Tenn.

INCREASE

11

PERCENT
FOR FALL

"Yes, because if I
say 'no,· people
will steal my
stuff.''

2005.

l Position:

Megan Knlckman
junior, Sikeston, Mo

STUDENTS 1
NEED TO
TAKE TIME
TO UNDER-.

"Yes, because you
keep so much
stuff of value in
there it would be
stupid not to."

STAND WHY
TUITION
RISES EACH
YEAR AND

AN'fONEUP
FoR Pi-zzA?

IM Pf\YING!!

state school with the highest
increase was Eastern Kentucky
University with ~ whopping. 23
percent increase, or $434 per
semester.
Murray State's actual tuition
only increased $222 per semester.
The only university with a smaller increase is Morehead State
University, with $209.
University President F. King
Alexander said he and the Board
1

of Regents remain committed to
keeping tuition as low as possible. :and even With the proposal,
Murray State will be one of the
most affordable universities in
the country.
Thition increases are a necessity and most likely will not stop.
Students can at least take comfort in the fact they attend a University where officials strive to
keep tuition affordable.

APPRECIATE

Dirk Draper
sophomore, Bardwell

OUR

Michael Mclaurine/The New)

$cbotJ

INCREASE IS
LESS THAN

n-ffiU\1Jib-~y

THOSE AT

NEWS

SCHOOLS.

Stau.:-
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Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
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Using common sense increases safety
OUR Vmw: The staff editorial is the majori- been unlocked, basically invit- room, use common sense: lock

Issue:
RECENT
THEFTS
HAVE
SHOWN
THAT THE

CAMPUS IS
NOT

100

PERCENT
SAFE.

The Murray State News strives to be the University commumty's source for information
OUr goal is to present that Information In a fair
and unbiased manner and also provide a free
and open forum lor expression and debate
The Murray State News offers a hands-on
learning environment for those students interested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from cen·
sorship and advance approval of copy; and, its
editors should be free to develop their own edl·
torial and news policies.
The Murray State News Is prepared and edit·
9d by students and is an official publication of
Murray State University. The first copy of The
Murray State News is free. Additional copies
are available for 25 cents at 11 1 Wilson Hall.

Rast.e!D KeDtucky tJahenity
Morehead State Uaherllty
Man-ay st.te l1DivenltJ'
Nortbem lCeDtucty ODiversit.y
Ulliverslty of Kentucky
Urbemity of Louisville
Western ICeDtu~ Unlverdty

l)gQtr . . . . . .

U~ Pralldent F. King Alex1nder

Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor · 762-4468

Sports Editor

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News. The editorial board is composed ofall section editors.
In a perfect world, tuition
would never increase, and every
university would keep its rates
low every year.
We do not, however, live in a
perfect world.
Because of the state budget and
economy, it is impossible for
public institutions to thrive without increasing tuition, at least
somewhat, every year.
Though students will never be
expected to rejoice over this fact,
it is important they understand
why changes must occur.
Prices for all goods and services increase yearly. Groceries
cost more,this year than in 2004,
l so wh¥ ~uld ~e ~t i expect
t: tuition to b~ the-s-am~Because of a faltering economy
and ftxed cost increases, Murray
State is projected to increase
tuition about 11 percent for the
fall. However, of the public universities in Kentucky, Murray
State's costs remain lower than
most other state institutions. The

Position:
STUDENTS
SHOULD
TAKE EXTRA
PRECAUTIONS, LIKE
LOCKING
THEIR
DOORS.

ty opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
Recently, a former Murray
State student was arrested for
burglary after entering rooms
with unlocked doors in more
than one residential college .
This incident is disturbing
for many reasons. The most
important question one should
ask is ''Why did the students
leave their doors unlocked in
the first place?''
With the recent thefts and
burglaries that have occurred
on campus, one would think
students would take simple and
necessary precautions, such as
locking their doors, to prevent
similar incidents from happening.
The former student would
never have been able to access
the rooms had the doors not

ing unwanted visitors.
Murray is renowned for its
safe campus. In fact, in 1994, it
was rated the lith safest college
town in the nation.
Since Murray State is known
as a safe campus, it is easy for
students, faculty and staff to
take this security for granted
and forget to take the common
sense measures they would
anywhere else.
For example, during an open
door contest in Hester Hall last
semester, two girls, in hopes of
winning the contest, left their
doors propped open ~th the
lights off even though they
were gone. They should have
posted a sign that said, "Steal
our stuff!" along with it.
It is during moments like
these, wben people forget to
use common sense, that unfortunate incidents occur.
So next time you leave your

both your room and suite
doors. Before opening your
door, use th~ security viewer to
see who it is.
Murray is safe, but when
common sense is not used, no
place is as safe as it can be. A
few extra seconds to lock the
door is worth all the potential
pain it can save.
As Public Safety Capt. Larry
Nixon said, "Your safety begins
with you."

Write to as
The Mumy State News we~
ooouneowiea aod letters tO the editor.
Letters should be 3()0 words or less aDd
must be '~ Contributors should
include~ and phone numbers for
'V~ficalion. ~ U.Cl. . hometown.
classificatioa, tide or relationship tO the
University.
Commentaries should be limited to
S.OO :words. Tbe MUJT&y State News
l·rescnt~ tile ri&ht 10 edit for ~Jtyle. &eQcth
and content.
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Filibusters serve purpose in Senate
In My
Opinion

Melissa
Kilcoyne
UTHE FlUBUSTER
REQUIRES THE
PART Y IN
POWER TO
COORDINATE
AND SEEK
INPUT FROM

MINORlTY

PARTY
LEADERS."

Though it may take up
time and occasionally
cause delays, the filibuster
is a vital part of American
democracy that protects
minority rights in the U.S.
Senate and prevents an
overzealous majority from
acting without input.
The filibuster is unique
to the U.S. Senate and
allows a member to engage
in unlimited debate on an
issue. It is permitted
because of a lack of Senate
rules Limiting debate, like
ones that exist in the House
of Representatives.
The ability to engage in
unlimited debate in the
Senate has existed since its
creation more than 200
years ago. However, since
1917, a supermajority has
been able to close debate
by calling for a vote of cloture, which terminates
debate within 30 hours.
Currently 60 senators must
vote to invoke closure.
Since the change in 1917;
the filibuster has remained
alive and well, as some senators have used it to exploit

The Democrats are paintideas, draw media attention
and delay a vote. Though it ing the Republicans as tryhas negative effects, the fil- ing to take away all minoriibuster requires the party ty rights in the Senate,
in power to coordinate and when in fact the change in
seek input from the minori- rules would only prevent
ty party members. This is unlimited debate on judian important requirement cial nominees.
because without it, one
So, both sides are mountgroup is able to make all ing an all-out attack on the
decisions alone.
other side and letting the
Because of Senate delays truth be lost in the middle.
Republicans continue to
in approving some of President George W. Bush's push and threaten to
judicial nominations, Sen- change the rules, and
ate Republicans are threat- Democrats still will not
ening to change chamber compromise because of
rules to prevent filibuster- Republican threats. Howing on judicial nomina- ever, if things follow party
tions. With the chamber lines, the Republicans have
divided practically along the votes to prevail, with 55
party lines on the issue, Republican senators comeach side is twisting its pared to 45 Democrats.
However, I contend it is
opponent's vi.e ws to garner
public support.
not a religious issue ot an
The Republicans are issue about party affiliaattempting to draw in the tion, though most issues
religious right, which tradi- eventually break down that
tionally supports the party, way. It is simply an issue of
and proclaim the Democ- collective decision making.
rats are against people of The filibuster, though it has
faith for ftlibustering nomi- flaws, allows for discussion
nations, according to The and debate on all issues and
New York Times.
prevents a majority from

exercising arbitrary powers.
The filibuster does not
prevent votes indefinitely,
as 60 members can call for
it to be stopped. It also
does not bring the entire
agenda to a halt, as other
business can be continued.
It is especially important,
in a time where the country
is so split between the two
political parties, to protect
minority party representation.
Protecting the filibuster
is important to members of
both parties and to the
American public. One day
the Republicans will likely
be in the minority, and that
party will want the rights
currently given to every
Senator to voice opinions.
It makes no sense to
change such a long-standing practice to pursue a
political agenda of approving a few judicial nominees.

Melissa Kilcoyne is the editor in chief for The Murray
State News.

I WOULD LIKE TO SELL
THESE BOOKS BACK .
NO! YOU'RE MISSING
THE USED STICKER!

Silence golden for one Murray State student
In My
Opinion

Brad
Modlin
"WHY HAVE
WE BEGUN TO

THINK A FEW
MINUTES OF
SILENCE

WITHOUT
BUZZING DISTRACTIONS IS
SO INTOLERA-

BLE?"

Compare me to shag carpet if you will, but I still
hold to the apparently outof-date notion that bookstores should be places in
which you can read.
So, when I was flipping
through a book in the University bookstore a couple
weeks ago, I was a bit
unhappy when I could barely read the book in my hand
because of the blaring radio.
I'm not necessarily criticizing the bookstore, but I
bring this instance up
because it got me thinking
about a lot of other distractions we choose every day.
We have the radio constantly playing in our cars,
even for a five-minute dash
to Wal-Mart. No longer
can we simply make the
short walk across campus;
we have to chat on our cell
phones the entire way.
Thank goodness iPods are
becoming affordable so we
can use them for those rides

Straight

from
the

horse's
mouth. ..

in the elevator. When we
get home in the evening, we
immediately switch on the
television.
I don't mean to say these
gadgets should be the kindling for this fall's homecoming bonfire, or even that
they are necessarily negative, but it just seems that
we have started using them
as means of avoiding quiet.
Why have we begun to
think a few minutes of
silence without buzzing distractions is so intolerable?
Truthfully, would it really
be a crisis if we did our'
twenty minutes on the
treadmill without the babble of a game show or yet
another "reality" program?
Are we afraid? Maybe so.
Perhaps we are afraid of
feeling sort of awkward or a
little bored (again, is this
really a crisis?) But we are
more afraid of silence - we
stop and think.
Contemplative monk and

author Thomas Merton
wrote, "If we are afraid of
silence, it is perhaps
because of our secret
despair of inner reconciliation." He goes on to say if
we avoid silence, "we will
never be able to face ourselves at all: we will keep
running and never stop."
Well, I'm certainly not a
philosopher, and the only
psychology I know I
learned in PSY 180, but I
think this makes some
sense. For it is when the
noise is turned down that
we bump into the nagging
thoughts and questions we
sometimes try to avoid.
Daily musings like, "Am I
making enough time for my
friends?"; "Why do I really
wear this charity bracelet?";
"Should I apologize for
what I said to that person
yesterday?"; "Should I
change my major?"; "I probably should have taken the
extra two minutes to sort

Former president
incites discussion

cal discussion, even if it is
more than 100 years old.

finally, people have let
up on criticizing Bill Clinton and George W. Bush.
On msuraGers.com, a
member incited debate on
another former president
With his post titled· "27 reasons that I really dislike
Andrew Jackson."
Reasons cited included
Jackson's violent natute, his
womanizing ways and his
hand in the Trail of Tears.
It's nice to see folks getting riled up about a politi-

Toilet talk: prayer
topic in bathroom
The students at Murray
State are willing to debate
touchy subjects such as
religion any time and anywhere- including the bath~
room.
In the first floor women's
bathroom in Wilson Hall.
several females engaged in
heartfelt discussion on
prayer while tending to
more private matters.

One

my trash into recyclable
this morning," and even, "I
better stop procrastinating
on that paper'' can really say
a lot about who we are.
Maybe these are the kind
of questions we should be
listening to, not shoving to
the back of our minds to
make room for noise.
So my challenge to myself
and to aU of you is: during
the next couple of weeks,
let's choose to be a little less
distracted, a little less
afraid.
I dare us to turn our
music off for the duration of
at least one or two songs, to
leave the TV off for a half
hour or so, and for a couple
of afternoons, turn our cell
phones, and ourselves, to
silent mode.

Brad Modlin is a senior creative writing and organizational communication double major from Bowling
Green.

wrote.

for our schools and 1coun-

try." Another agreea, saying, "Prayer works btst."

Yet

anoth~r

Lease on life
renewed
with spring
I remember the first time I really
felt like I was in college.
It wasn't my first party or my first
night in the residential college, or
even my first hellish finals week.
It happened during the course of
one short hour spent in the Quad,
grass between my bare toes, listening
to one of my
favorite professors
discuss the poetry
of Adrienne Rich.
We were sitting
under a patch of
trees, after having
elected to move our
humanities
class
-..
outside to enjoy a
perfect 77-degree
day. People were
reading under trees,
sunbathing on blan- Elizabeth
kets and eating lunch Cawein
on the steps of
Lovett. This is it, I thought. This is
what college is supposed to be like. It
was a scene straight from the cover of
a glossy piece of University propaganda.
Lately, with the arrival of more of
those perfect 77-degree days and sitting-in-the-quad weather, I am overcome with the same collegiate feelings. When I walk out of the confines
of Faculty Hall, arguably the most
hideous building on campus, I i mmediately forget about the beige vomit
paint, the hellaciously uncomfortable
plastic desks and even the quiz I just
failed. As soon as I walk out of the
doors and my lungs recover from my
short jaunt through the smokers' parlor, I am greeted with the glorious
sight of the Qy.ad, full of picturesque
collegiate scenes like Frisbee playing,
dog walking and literature consumption.
It's no exaggeration to say I live for
this time of year. After more than a
semester of dreary, cold, rahiy days
and long, drab treks across campus, I
start to feel like I'm living in London,
without the cute British boys.
Spring keeps me sane. It always
happens right when I need it most.
The impending doom of fmals week
might be too much to bare if it
weren't for the feel of your toes on
cold grass in the middle of the afternoon. Around March, things are just
starting to get sticky. Tests and
papers are piling up, and that stress
heart attack I keep worrying about is
only a few hours of frustrated
research away. I get so burned out on
class that I'm almost ready to stand
on the railing of the foot bridge and
scream something unintelligible
about Winslow's mashed potatoes
being made of people.
Yes, when that breaking point
comes, when I feel as though I couldn't force myself to leave my room,
even for Winslow's pasta night, it
happens. I walk outside, and I want to
be in college again.
So, I'm a sucker for foliage and
well-groomed grass. But maybe my
biggest weakness is that to me there is
something beautiful about the pursuit
of knowledge, and it isn't captured
well inside jail-cell-like classrooms.
It's captured outside in the grass,
when a poem finally makes sense, and
you realize that knowledge like this
isn't something you take notes to
remember. It just stays with you.

_... ....

Elizabeth Cawein is the assistant college life editor for The Murray State
News and can be contacted at
ecawein@thenews.org.

4Jrplaae seeltrl1~
dela'" pengubls

Now,.we understand the
need
for airport security as
pet'SOn coun-

much as the next people.
but sometimes you just
have to draw the Iitle.
better than me~ and "He , Accor9ms to www.theneeds your faith,,, A.Dother d~nvercbannel.co~ while
person finished up the at the Denver International
argume~t. s~yjng, "God .f\irpor~ two penguins travworks best througl:l us ... eling from Sea \Vorld in
San Diego were forced to
action."
waddle
through the metal
This is just more proof
detectors
just like all the
that God is everywhere,
otherp~rs.
even the Wilson Hall bath.M least we can feel :safe
Toom.
tered, "Do sometl_lirig abOut
it instead!• which received
the replies "God can do it

while traveling. If cute penguins cannot get through
security, who really can?
Really though, what
could have happened?
Watch out folks, he's got a
fish!

Seen something humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
hOrse's mouth'' to cpond
@thenews.org.
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Public Safety monitors campus surveillance cameras
Melissa Kilcoyne

TechnolOb'Y department, said the
computer
labs in the IT building
Editor in Chief
mkilcoyne@thenews.org
are not equipped with security
cameras.
As technology expands, so does
"We actually had several stuthe opportunity to improve secu- dent computers stolen out of our
rity on college campuses.
computer labs last semester, and
The Public Safety Department that's why we are considering at
at Murray State is catching onto least putting entry and exit camthe national trend of installing eras in," he said.
I
security cameras on campus.
Claiborne said Public Safety
"Cameras are placed in both installed frosted domes in the area
outside and interior locations,'' a few years ago. but cameras were
Public Safety Capt. Larry Nixon never installed.
said via fax. "Areas of pedestrian
Larry Nixon said cameras serve
traffic are provided extra protec- two main purposes: to deter crime
tion."
and to aide in investigations when
Nixon said Murray State has problems arise.
used security cameras in limited
"Video may be used to verify an
capacities since 1998, but campus ev~nt or incident, identify a susofficials have decided to expand pect and point out concerns to be
on the coverage.
addressed," he said. "Camera
However, cameras arc not installations are designed to
installed in all areas with high- address specific issues and make
priced computer equipment.
the University community safer."
Danny Claiborne, chairman of
Camera footage can be viewed
the Industry and Engineering both at the facility where the cam-

eras are located and at Public ed with exterior cameras and
Safety. Officials review coverage recently added cameras in the
when a problem is brought to their hallways," Wall said.
Wall said cameras were espeattention.
Nixon said the idea of installing cially important for Alexander
security cameras on collt•ge cam- Hall because of the many evening
puses is not new but is becoming and weekend classes.
"We initially covered main
.
more common.
"Cameras installed under the entrance ways because of night
present process are profession- · and weekend classes with stual/commercial grade specifically dents and faculty walking around
designed for the application," without administrators," he said.
Nixon s aid.
Since the cameras have been
Individual departments can installed in Alexander Hall, Wall
request security review,:; to identi- said there has been only one secufy problems and consider camera rity problem. and the person who
installation, Nixon said.
stole property was arrested.
"Occasionally, we'll add another
Officials in Alexander Hall went
through this process to install the camera to a hallway, but we're not
building cameras a few years ago. in classes or offices so people still
Interim Dean of the College of have their privacy," Wall said.
Dannie Harrison, dean of the
Education Russ Wall said the
building had a few initial problems College of Business and Public
Affairs, said he started looking
with security.
"We were wanting to makt• sure into installing security cameras
that the fac ility was secure for stu- last semester but waited to see
dents and equipment. so we start- next year's budget. Cameras will

be installed this summer.
"It's primarily for security to
prevent really two things: theft
and also security if someone is in
one of the classrooms or computer labs working late for personal '
security," he said.
Harrison said he wants the cameras installed primarily in computer labs in the Business Building
and Wilson Hall.
He also wants cameras in the
lobby area of the Business Building, and added security in areas
where textbooks have been stolen.
"We haven't really had a lot of
(security) problems, so it's primarily a preventative measure,"
Harrison said. "I don't sec privacy
being a problem because they're
being installed in common public,
open a reas."
Cameras are installed in Faculty
Hall, Alexander Hall, the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. the Lowry
Center and the residential college
lobbies.

Recent campus.crimes lead students to consider precautions
Rockelle Gray
Contributing Writer

and

Marrianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@ thenews.org

.Potential transfer students and incoming freshman consider campus safe·
ty as a key factor when
looking for a college or uni·
versity to attend.
According to the 2003
Murray
State
C rime
Awareness & Campus
Security Report, Murray
ranked as the 11th safest
college town ,in the nation
in 1994.

photo illustration by Ricky

Ag<)~tin/The

Ne wc.

A former student entered residential college rooms
on campus that w e re left unlocked on Aprill5.
involved an intoxicated
man enteririg ~ residential

"He did not harm anyone,
threaten anyone or steal

female student April l7. She
was reportedly punched
and had her purse stolen.
"Unfortunately, a robbery such as that occurring
near Franklin College
receives extra notice," he
said. "Incidents such as a
robbery arc rare to the
MSU community.
The
mere act of a robbery gains
immediate focus."
Most victims at Murray
State and in the community
tend to be female. Nixon
said ..
Nixon said home invasion is' another example of
where
robbery
could
occur.
The Murray Police Department inves tigated a home
robbery on Farmer Street

rather than on parking tickets," Erin Lyles. senior
from Pad ucah, said. "One
of my friends had their laptops stolen. The suspect
left his term paper at the
scene of the crime. The
campus police investigated, and nothing was done
to retrieve the laptop."
Murray State is not the
only university dealing
with crime protection fo r
its students, and other
states are trying to improve
public safety at their colleges and universities by
passing legislation.
According to The Lex·
ington Herald-Leader. Tennessee recently passed a ,
law
reqUJ• mg college
police forces to call in local
police agencies to jointly
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College program offers dual credit
High school seniors
experience colleue
life
0 ·
Rockelle Gray
Contributing Writer
Murray State and Graves
County High School are
teaming up to prepare high
school seniors for college
through the College Bridge
Program.
''We thought we weren't
doing enough to prepare our
students for the college
experience," Ward Bushart,
principal of GCHS, said. "It
can take new college students up to a year to adjust.
We wanted our students to
have that behind them."
The program will allow
high school seniors to take
regular college courses during high school hours.
So far, there arc about 20
students who arc interested

in the College Bridge Program, said Carla Whitis,
assistant principal of GCHS.
"We announced the possibility of the program to students in March," Whitis
said. "(Today), Murray State
President Alexander and a
few University counselors
will be coming to the high
school to talk to seniors and
get their applications."
University President F.
King Alexander said the
innovative program will be a
model for other ventures.
"We anticipate that this
program will spread to not
only benefit Graves County
but has the potential to benefit many other school systems in our region,'' he said.
According to eligibility
criteria an applicant must

~~:':..'·~igr~~~~i·:~·~;: ~~:~~.7::!~;~0:0~~

score of at least 17, a minimum 94 perc~nt attendan.ce,
recommendation of the h1gh
school
principal
and
parental permission.
There is a $25 application
fee for the program, and the
course costs $100. A Murray
State identification card
must be purchased for
$12.50. Students also will
have to purchase textbooks
and required course materials.
Murray State will offer 34
courses through the College
Bridge Program, including
English 101 and 102, Math 117
and Political Science 140.
The College Bridge students take college-level
courses with college students and receive both high
school and college credit.
Carla Whitis said students
who are accepted will be
able to take the college

graduation.
S~e _said the students wh_o
participate can talk to the1r
high school teachers for
help with their college
courses.
Students who ' participate
will spend extra time on
campus before returning to
the high school for regular
scheduled classes.
"We want the students to
be able to go, to the library
or bookstore," Whitis said.
"The college experience is
available."
Even a couple of students
who are interested in the
program are not planning to
attend Murray State, Whitis
said.
GCHS is hoping the College Bridge Program will be
a success, and administrators mailed letters to juniors
last week, encouraging them
to consider the program.

Awards banquet to honor students in organizations
said, including two from Omicron
Delta Kappa. Sixteen organizations,
Staff Writer
including
three Greek and two resimstonefield@thenews.org
dential college councils, sent in 60
A special banquet Sunday will rec- nominations, she said.
ognize for the first time students
ODK will give student leader of the
involved in campus organizations.
year and student organization adviser
Patricia Lovett, Student Life Associ- of the year awards.
ate, said she thought of the idea behind
Mary Kathryn Cash, president of
the student organizations banquet ODK. said she worked with Lovett on
after she met with Don Robertson, ideas for banquet awards, and ODK
vice president of Student Affairs.
members have helped publicize the
"We have such good organizations banquet.
on campus. ... I realized we need to
"When the idea of the banquet came
honor student organizations," Lovett up, Dr. Robertson thought it would be
said. "It helps give a little competition a natural way for ODK to be involved,''
(between the organizations)."
Cash, senior from Fancy Farm, said.
Every student organization received
Don Robertson said the banquet is a
a packet of student leadership awards significant event because student
to nominate students, organizations organizations are vital to campus life.
and events that were thought to be of
"It's an important tradition that
outstanding significance.
we're starting to recognize student
Twelve awards will be given, Lovett organizations," he said. "Sometimes, I

Marianne Stonefield

think they don't get the recognition
they deserve. We have so many organizations, (and) I think we have taken
them for granted."
There was not a way to recognize all
student organizations until the banquet was created, Robertson said.
He is particularly excited about his top
10 list of student leaders on campus,
which he said was a difficult decision.
Robertson said he hopes the banquet will be the first in a long tradition.
Patricia Lovett said she is pleased
with the projected turnout for the
event.
"I'm glad it got the respons~ that it
did in the first year," she said. "Hopefully it'll be a bigger thing next year."
Each organization that participated
in the nomination process is invited to
the banquet, and plaques will be
awarded to students.

Blog~ng prec~utions

keep mformatiOll Safe
Jacqueline Jordan

you'd help people fmd me,
and I don't post personal
jjordan@thenews.org
information," Dudley said.
"You should assume that
Most people would not when you post something
share their secrets with on the Internet, that everystrangers, but some individ- one will read it-your boss,
uals have been doing just your mother and your
that.
priest."
With the popularity of
Some people who have
online journals, or "blogs," chosen to ignore password
several Murray State stu- protecting entries have
dents have been telling all.
ended up in the unemployLindsey Harlan, sopho- ment line because they dismore from Russellville, said cussed their careers or misshe writes about her life in represented their compaher blog every few days.
nies online.
"When something hapAccording to CNN.com, a
pens to you, you think it's Google employee and an
only you that has gone Apple employee were flred
through it," Harlan said. for discussing company
"But you write about it and information in a blog. A
are amazed to flnd that the Delta Airline flight attenmajority of your friends dant also was fired this year
have faced the exact same for posting pictures of herthing."
self in uniform.
Even though writing
While college students
about problems may help may not be fired for the constudents cope with stress, tents of a blog, safety is
there are hazards involved always an issue.
with putting personal inforThere are two main premation online.
cautions students should
"A few years ago, I kept a take to avoid unwanted
(blog), that allowed people readers, according to blogto comment without being ger.com. Bloggers should be
identified," said Harlan. as anonymous as possible
"Unfortunately, I had some and create an alias.
very rude comments and
Blogs, just like any other
had to close down the site." Web site, appear on search
On most Web sites that engines, but there are ways
host blogs, users have the to keep blogs from being
option to password protect displayed in the results. As
entries.
all host sites are different,
"If it's not something I users should look for help
want the world to know on their host sites for secuabout, I don't write it at all," rity information.
said Harlan, who does not
While these precautions
password protect entries.
will help blog users, the
Krissa Dudley, graduate only real way to avoid
student from Carlisle, IlL, unwanted readers is to passtakes a few precautions word protect blog entries
when blogging.
and give only give the pass"1 don't put anything that word to trusted people.
Assistant News Editor

To Our Beautiful Alumnae

Now you don't have to get
dressed to get your news!
Everything in our
newspaper and more Is
iust a click away at

I henelftrs.org
~~
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Amy Hille
Kristin Larkins
Pamela Finley
Raegan Morton
Annie Leigh Cruse
Chalise Schuyler
Laura Nixon
Kris-Ann Kaiser
Ashley Wheatley
Kelly Drane
Stephanie McDaniels
Aimee Clymer
Susan Greene
Ashley Beyl
Meredith Gates
Melissa Barron
Amanda West
Katie Luecke
Kelli Watson
Amanda Carter
Kayla Rudolph
Brenna Pape

Best of luck in all that you do.
We will miss you and love you forever!
Love, your sisters at Alpha Omicron Pi!
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College Ufe Editor: janet Robb
Assistant College Ufe Editor: Elizabeth Cawein

Phone: 762-4468
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Put a 'spring' in your step
Flip-flops set toes free
during warmer weather
Elizabeth Caweln
Assistant College Life editor
ecawein@then~s.org

Flip-flop and open-toed shoe lovers rejoice;
spring is here.
It is finally warm enough to bring out the
flip-flops and sandals that have been hiding
in closets all winter and begin scouting out
new trends in toe-friendly footwear.
For Amanda Coop, freshman from
Evansville, Ill., the appeal of flip-flops
is simple.
"They are the closest thing to
not wearing shoes without actually going barefoot," she said.
Coop estimates she owns
about 20 pairs of flip-flops
and already has purchased
a new pair this spring. Her
favorite place in Murray
to feed her addiction is
Wal-Mart.
"They're cheapest
there, and you can
usually find at least a
couple of cute
pairs," she said.
Coop said one of
her favorite new
trends in flip-flops is
the movement toward
dressier styles.
"They've been adding
heels on them lately, and
that's exciting because you can
still wear flip-flops but with outfits that
are a little nicer," she said. "I also like the
ones with sequins and beading."
Nickelle Rosenberg, freshman from
Nashville, said the best thing about
flip-flops is their versatility, partly
because of the new trends.
"I don't like things squeezing my
feet like shoes and socks," she
said. "Flip-flops come in every
color or pattern thought of, so
they go w ith everything. I own
one pair of shoes, and I own
probably 50 pairs of flip-flops
minimum."
Rosenberg, who lets her toes
go free year-round, said most outfits look better with flip-flops. She
even wore a pair to her senior prom.
Julia Lashley, sophomore from St. Louis, likes to let her
feet breathe in class.
"I love wearing flip-flops to class because I

can kick them off during class to be more comfortable," she said. :'They are easy to slip on when
you are in a hurry."
Lashley said she owns about
30 pairs and often gets them as
gifts for birthdays and holidays.
"I buy them whenever I think they are cute,"
she said. "Flip-flops have to
catch your eye."
Lauren Perry, freshman
from Midway, is a once-a-year
flip-flop shopper who has been
known to use duct tape to make
repairs in dire situations. She also sees
the practical advantages in wearing flipflops to class.
"The best thing about wearing flip-flops
to class is being able to take them
off without having to worry
about foot odor," she
said. "With your
feet getting all that
fresh air and sun,
odor is simply
not an issue."
Perry. said
there is no
ensemble with
which
she
wouldn't
don
flip-flops.
"Some would say
business attire (wouldn't
work), but I d.isagr.r.;." ~he
said. "Flip-flops can pull off
any outfit
Ashley Jones, assistant manager of Cato, said flip-flops are
the store's most popular spring
footwear, and she bas seen high
sales of fancier styles.
"We have almost sold out of the
flip-flops that are beaded," she said.
"This is our second season to have
them. People like them because
they're comfortable and can be casual,
but at the same time you can dress up an
outfit with them."
Jones said the heeled look has been selling well, also, but seemed to be more popular
last season.
Finding a way to let toes
loose is easy, as most of Murray's
clothing stores carry flip-flops,
including Goody's, Fashion Bug
and Dawahares.

With a sleek black strap
and a small kitten heel, these
flip-flops from Old Navy allow
for wear with dressier styles.

Beads and a thicker
strap give these Bongo
flip-flops a funky look.
Their thick soles keep
jeaas from d.ragiDa on the
poUnd.

Beaded straps
are one of the
popular
flip-flop
styles
this season. With a
faux-suede
sole,
these flip-flops are
comfortable, too.

(Above) Bright str ip es and a
stretchy, knot-tied strap give these
Old Navy flip-flops a casual style.

photos by Andrea Chapman/ The News
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HEAT team uses dark to shine light on abuse

• Friday

Murray
State
Dance Company
Phillip Dishon

7 p.m., "Firestorm," Staff Writer
free with Racercard. pdishon@thenews.org
adults $10, faculty
and staff $8, SaturW hen a crime of passion is
day 7 p.m.. Sunday
devoid
of any passion at all, it
2:30 p.m., Robert E.
is
a
sex
crime.
t• Johnson Theatre
That was the message of the
Health Education Advocate
Team Tuesday night as they
Senior Recital
6:30 p.m., David presented "Are You Afraid of
Waters, tenor, free the Dark?" in the Black Box
admission, Perform- Theater in Wilson Hall.
ing Arts Hall
"HEAT is a group of individuals who ... talk to the campus about the aftermath of
The End of the rape and sexual assault as
Year Picnic
well as help reduce the risk of
2 p.m., spades tour(students) becoming a victim
ney, kick ball touror becoming a perpetrator,"
ney and prizes, call
Stephanie
Howe, senior from
762·6836 to sign up,
Chicago,
said.
City of Murray
Howe, student coordinator
Chestnut Park
for HEAT, said "Are You
Afraid of the Dark?" has been
Senior Exhibition
performed for four years, and
8 a.m.. artwork from it grows and changes each
BA/ BS candidates, year.
open until May 6,
"(The program) is a series
Clara
M. Eagle of monologues in a slight theGallery
atrical form," Howe said.
"Our goal is to get out awareness of rape and sexual
Concert
assault
because each of these
8
p.m.,
Electro
monologues
are from surAcoustic
Recital
or
those
close to survivors
Series concert, free
vivors."
admission, Performing Arts Hall

• Saturday

• Sunday

• Monday

• Tuesday

• WednesdftY
Senior Breakfast
8 a.m., honors gradu-

9

Howe said former HEAT to model that (for the rest of
members and other Murray HEAT )," Etheridge said.
State students wrote the ''Nobody (in HEAT) is a themonologues performed in the ate r person. They are just
program.
passionate people who want
T he monologues were to make a difference."
based on real testimonies
Be th Baril, senior from
from both men and women Mount Vernon, Ill.. also perw ho exper ienced sexual formed in the progra~.
She said HEAT primarily
assault, incest or rape.
However, the monologues organizes events fo r fres hwere not Limited to victim man orientation classes, athreactions. Family, friends and letes and residential colleges.
even perpetrators were repre"I feel like it is r eally imporsented in the performance.
tant to let not just our peers,
Jane Etheridge, director of but everyone know what rape
the Murray State University is and who (the victims are),"
Women's Center and adviser Baril said. "Anybody can be
for HEAT, said the purpose of raped, not just women. A lot
doing the monologues like of people are not aware of
this was to give the audience that."
a better understanding of the
Baril said the show is
devastation rape causes.
important because it can also
"1 don't think people give victims strength to come
(know) how far- reaching rape forward and seck help.
is." Etheridge said. "1 felt like
Students began lining up for
it was important for survivors the performance an hour in
to know ... that this issue advance, and the theater was
effects a lot of people."
filled to capacity at 8 p.m.
Etheridge, who performed
Stephanie Howe said she
the monologue ''I Remem- didn't expect such a large
ber," said it was difficult to turnout for the event.
perform in front of an audi"There was no way of
ence but it was worth it.
knowing how many people
"I'm always trying to get the would (come),"' she said. "1
students to take a risk and try was really, really excited."
new things, and I felt I needed
Jane Etheridge said such the

Erin Cummins/ fhP News

Meredith Lee, junior from Chicago, reads a monologue
during the HEAT team-sponsored 'Are You Afraid of the
Dark?' in WUson Hall Tuesday.
large crowd was far beyond the event to be a big sul"cess.
her expectations.
"I did not think we would
have (the theater) full,"
Etheridge said. "That to me is
wonderful. I think it points to
the fact that a lot of students
do care."
Howe said she considered

Said Howe: "1 really hope
(the program) helped a victim
on their path to becoming n
sul-vivor o r that at least one
person has taken something
with them that will help
either themselves or someone
else in the future."

'Fish' blends hip-hop, The Bible on debut album 'Straight Laced'

ating seniors and Elizabeth Cawein
graduate students. A-;sistant Colk•ge Life Editor
for information call ecawein@thenews.org
762-6831, Curris CenMusic Review
ter Ballroom
If you only beard the music
- the piano, the violin, the
Play
synthesizer, the beat - you
7 p.m., "Right in His might think you we re listenOwn Eyes," student- ing to a single from the
•• produced play, $3 rhythm and blues charts.
, , general admission,
But once you bear the lyrics
r Friday and Saturday
over each track, there is no
' at 7 p.m., Robert E. denying the message and the
Johnson Theatre
melodic, bass-toned voice of
~' 'lDouglas Fisher on his debut
Last Day of Classes album "Str.aight Laced." .
for Spring 2oos
T he seruor Murray nattve,
better known to fans as
"Fish," already has gained a
Baseball
small following on campus
1 p.m., MSU vs. with his signature oversized
Austin Peay, Reagan headphones and tube sock
Field
sleeves. Now. with the release

106 and Park meets T he Bible.

• Thursday

• May 6

• May 7

courtesy

of "Stra ig ht Laced," Fish
hopes to take his rhymes
beyond the boupds of Murray
and into the Christian music
scene.
T he overwhelming strength
of "Straight Laced" is its modern feel and real lyricism. It
is no album of chamber
hymns, and be certainly is not
singing from the pulpit. Each
of the 11 tracks is like BET's

Head South for the coldest beer &best burgers!

64I
CLUB

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A
WEEK

10 a.m.- 3 a.m.
(Sunday open 1 p.m.)
• Pool Tournaments
Cash Prizes!

Take that short drive, you will be glad you did!
We want your businesscollege students are always welcome!
Every night Is a party!
Located Off Hwy. 641 S. • Puryear, Tenn.

731-247-5794

times catchy, sometimes
Fish's fans at Murray State
haunting, always addictive can rest assured that when
sound.
"Straight Laced" lands him a
The professional quality of deal with a major record label
the piano, synthesizer and - it is only a matter of time beats drive that addictive he will not forget his roots.
sound. If "Straight Laced" He sends shout-outs to his
were stripped of Fish's per- fellow Elizabeth College resisonally crafted lyrics, what dents in lines like "I'm not
wou ld remain is an album of worldwide, but I'm big in the
danceablc hip-hop.
Liz," and makes several .r eferHerein lies the key differ· ences throughout the album
cnce between Fish and others to his beloved hometown.
who have tried to make ChrisRegardless of whether you
tian rap work before him - he go to church, have a CD col understands there is more to lection full of contemporary
hip-hop than putting rhyming Christian o r hip ~hop. thi s
words together and hitting a album will surprise you.
drum in the background. The Maybe you thought you could
tempo and tone vary flawless- never listen to Christian
ly within tracks and from one music, or maybe you thought
to the next, creating an album you could never be a hip·hop
that begs to be played again fan- either way, Fish is going
and again.
to prove you wrong.

Fish goes back and forth from
laying down well-executed
rhymes on songs like "Hatin'
on Satan" to displaying his
vocal talents on slower numbers like "Interlude (He is)."
Fish connects with listeners
because he doesn't hit the m
with harsh warnings of fire,
brimstone and images of eternity in hell. Take, for example, a line from "Hatin' on
Satan," in which he raps "they
call me Fish, I don't drink like
one thi#8fcall me preacher, I
don't speak like one."
He raps about loving and
serving God and how his life
has been changed since coming to Christianity. His carefully chosen words are placed
over the perfect variation of
beats, resulting in a some·

·-----------------------,
sun Star Tanning
•

HOLLVANNAH'S

Deborah Rossi, Owner
506 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-0505

9190 Hwy. 641 N. • Puryear, TN 38251
.
(next to Minute Mart)
~

731-247-3111

.

.

Shop In a relaxed atmosphere,
cookies coffee are always "on"l
Gifts Gift Baskets • Consignment Shop

a

a

Monday - Friday 10 a .m .- 6 p.m. • Saturday 9 a .m. - 1 p .m.

COMPLETE FORMAL WEAR
HEADQUARTERS

"Jtlr.f'i)• ....... IabpG!)'s
Fonnal Wear, Limousines and Vans

l

304 Main St. • Murray • 759-5000
Weddings, Proms, Banquets, Birthdays & Anniversaries
L-888·FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

Toll Free Nationwide
www.mrjsladyjs.com

1·888-9LUXURY
1·888·958·9879

Bring in chis ad and gee unllmlced
canning for $28 (package regularly $35)1

L-----------------------~

'J?
"

The Wild
~
Raspberry --,r

YIKES! We're overstocked'
Sale! Sale! Sale!
April 29 - May 7

20% off sror..: widt> (excluJi ng ~pc."<·wl pri,·cd 11<~111'•) ~
Shop ea rly. Sorry, no Sp.!c.; lal <lrc.k·rs.
416 Main St.

...\..~

753-0859

Congratulations Ads Club
for a fourth-place finish
in the National Student Advertising Competition

TTING

or

811 N. 12th St. # A • Murray, Ky. • 759-3343
MSU Student Discount

Please call for additional details

from your friends at
The Murray State News.
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Greek art inspires dance in spring recital 'Firestorm'
Stephanie Salmons

pany has 30 members, the
largest in its history at Murray State, Pulinkala said.
"There are students in
business (and) students in
the sciences," he said. "The
dance company does not
just comprise of people
who arc in our college."
Pulinkala said there is a
lot of support for dance
from the public and the
recital always sells out.
"Dance is something people enjoy (watching), and
it's beautiful," he said. "It's
a feast for the eyes."
Nicole Bittner, sophomore from O'Fallon, Ill.,
said the performance will
impress the audience members.
"I know when people
came to the informal they
were very impressed with
what they saw," she said. "It
was interesting and different from what they thought
they were going to see."
MarTeze
Hammonds,
senior from Murray, agreed
with Bittner.
'
He said the show is based
on 'different perspectives
and ideas of those involved
with the planning
"I think that everyone
that comes here is going to
walk away with a different
perspective because (they)
will enjoy the performance
and think of dance in a dif-

Carrie Hom.mert, junior from St. Louis, performs •oar Luz ,' a selection from the spring d ance recital
'Firestorm.' Ivan Pulinkala directed the concert, which the d ep artment of theatre and dance presented.
Ivan Pulinkala said the nnd I think it will show on
ferent way," Hammonds tonight and this weekend.
said. "There (arc) common
"Normally. we turn peo- company began working on stage Friday night when the
themes, some that can be ple away." Hammonds said. the production last semes- curtain goes up."
Tickets for ''Firestorm"
handed to you on a silver "This year. we hope for the ter, and they have worked
platter and you know what same. We hope to get as hard to make this produc- arc free for Murray State
students with a valid Raceris going on. but then there many (students to attend) tion come to life.
''It takes hours of practice card, $10 for adults and $8
arc some that actually make as possible because it is a
you think."
really good show. I think to pur on something like for faculty and staff. The
Hammonds said people more students should come this and so dance as an art show will be in the Robert
have been turned away in out and sec it, and then form requires a lot of dedi- E. Johnson Theatre in the
pac;t years because of such they'll understand why we cation," he said. "These stu- Price Doyle Fine Arts Cenlarge turnouts, and he love dance so much and dents have really poured ter today and Saturday at 7
expects a large crowd appreciate the art form.''
their hearts and souls into it p.m. and Sunday at 2:30p.m.

~~---- This

Week in Entertainment ~ll!llll!!lllill-~~-

Staff Writer
ssa/mons@thenrw.~.org

Women dressed in Greekstyle tunics while carrying
bows and arrows dance
across Robert E. Johnson's
stage in "Olympia," one of
the
eight
dances
in
"Fi rcstorm."
"Olympia," part of the
theatre and dance department's spring recital, is
based on interpretations
from Greek and two d imensional works of art, said
Ivan Pulinkala, assistant
professor in the department
and artistic director of
"Firestorm."
"Firestorm" is a dramatic
interpretation of the bombing of Dresden. Denmark,
he said. The show features
works both serious and
humorous.
Pulinkala said he decided
to choreograph "Firestorm"
because it is the 60th
anniversary of the bombing.
"It's a very serious piece
then we have pieces like
'ER' and 'Wooing' that are
much lighter and very theatrical, musical theater
acts," he said.
Though this is Pulinkala's
last year at Murray State, he
has seen the program grow
in his four years atthe University. This year, the com-

• Albums

• Box Office

1. The Emancipation of

Mimi
Mariah Carey
2. Lost and Found
Mudvayne
3. The Massacr e
50 Cent
4 . Bleed Like Me
Garbage
5. The First Lady
Faith E ans

1. The Interpreter

2. The Amityville Horror

3. Sahara
4. A Lot Uke Lov~.,.. .

5. Kung Fu Hustle

Source: Billboard.com

Source: moviL-s/nytimes.com

Erin Cummins!/he Nl'w.\

• Songs

• DVD
*&*iii

-

1. Sideways (widescreen)

1. Candy Shop
40 Ce.nt featuring Olivia
2. Hate It Or Love It
The G~tme featuring 50 Cent
3. Hollaback Girl
Gwen Stefani
4 . .Lonely
Akon
5. Since U Been Gone
Kellr Clarkson

2. Spanglish
3. Elelrtra
4, The Incredlbles

5. Sideways (pan and scan)

• Books

• Web site

1. T rue Believer
Nicholas Sparks
2. The Mermaid Chair
Sue Monk Kidd
3. Revenge of the Sith
Matthew Stover
4. No Place Like Home
Mary Hig~ins Clark
5. T he Da Vinci Code

www.fishrocks.com
Head here to listen to
sound bites from Murray
State's own Douglas "Fish''
Fisher's
new
nlbum,
"Straight Laced." The
senior
Murray
native
blends hip-hop with a
Christian message. Visitors
to the Web site can also
purchase copies of the
album.

~

Dan Brown

Source: Billbo.trd.com

Source: Billboard.com

Source: n)'timPs.com

STEPHANIE'S
Ca6al'l!.l

•

Open Monday - Saturday
noon- 3 a.m.

Nightly Specials I
Come see our dream
team of entertainersl
340 l Clarks River Rd. • Paducah, Ky.
I

go,a
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Survey used to determine pupils' drinking habits
Screening compares consumption
among Murray State students
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
IJ11oore@thenews.org

Health Services workers
hope their new online survey will make students
more aware of not only
other students' drinking
habits, but also their own.
The alcohol screening
survey on Health Services'
Web site is one way the
office brought attention to
Alcohol Awareness Month
in April, but it will be available on the site indefinitely.
"This survey is there so
that students can start to
think about ~Icohol abuse
and how that relates to
them," Judy Lyle, health
educator and staff nurse for

Alcohol
Survey Results
• 11 percent of sm.
deats drink four or

Health Services, said.
"If you recognize that you
The confidential survey, need help at the end of the
which more than 200 Mur- survey, all you do is put in
ray State students have your zip code, and, from
taken, consists of 13 ques- there, you can find out
about services in the area,"
tions.
"This survey gives stu- she said.
Along with providing
dents a brief intervention,
and it tells you where you basic information, the surare in terms of your level of vey also can serve as a
alcohol consumption," Lyle wake-up call for those with
a progressive problem.
said.
This survey informs stu" It may be really interestdents about how their level ing to know how you are
of alcohol consumption doing because many people
compares to students at think that they are doing it
Murray State and other uni- safely," Lyle said. "But in
versities.
many cases, that is not the
Lyle said it is also a tool case."
to help students recognize
According to alcoho l
problems they have and screcning.com, numerous
inform students about alcohol-related problems
where to go for help.
can result if people do not

fewer driilb per
week
• 34 pen:eat of sta-

dems eqaged •. ln
bblge drlaldng in
the week before
taldaa the survey
• 55 pereeat of stu-

deats UDder the
lepl drlbklng age
draDk alcohol
drink cautiously.
Problems stemming from
long-term alcohol abuse
can include heart disease,
alcohol -related liver dis·

ease, alcohol hepatitis,
inflammation of the liver,
pancreatitis and cancer.
According to the Web
site, mort~ than 2 million
Americans suffer from alcohol-related liver disease
due to alcohol abuse. Longterm alcohol abuse can
increase risks of cancer of
the mouth, esophagus,
throat, voice box and breast
cancer.
Lyle said students who
think their friends' abuse
alcohol can use the survey.
They can log on, provide
their friends information,
and get results for them.
While Health Services
recently put out the alcohol
survey, it just received the
results from its annual core
survey, which gave insights
into the drinking habits of
Murray State students.
"T his year, we d~ci ded to
randomize the (screening)
survey in order to sample

nn assortment of students,"
Lyle said. "Although the
number of people who took
it was much less, the numbers really aren't that different from in t he years
past."
She said the surveys are
done in order to determine
what problems, if any, exist
for Murray State students
and if more programs or
policy changes are needed.
The Coalition for Alcohol
Risk Education program is
responsible for developing
events, giving surveys, and
bringing in speakers to
campus.
"It is made up of faculty
members, students and
staff," ·Lyle said. "And we
would love to have more
students' involvement."
The coalition meets every
month, and interested students can contact Lyle at
762-3809 in Health Services
for more information.

Earn Free Groceries

I

)) Every Time You Shop With Your 1·2-3 REWARDS'" Mastercard'
It's easy to apply!
Prck up 3 brochure 111 store today or call 1·800-KROGER 6
or vrsrl www kro~Jerpersonalf r nilnce.corn

Ho~u~ oF TilE SPECIAL BEAN RoLL
U NIQUE MEXICAN FoOD • D EW SANDWICHES

FRESH
CARROTS

CMUN SPECIALS • SALADS • SOUPS • BARBEQUE
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EXTRA LAROE RED GLOBE
SEEDED GRAPES

~J:
DOLE CLASSIC
COLESLAW

(Sold by the Polmcl)

(16 01 Ptlg)

K~\:f.2!CE
(Piutlc 112 GaliOn)
~

SUNNY DELIGHT
A-*1 v.rtlllea
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KROOIR VEGETABLES

~ Qr Extra Latge (Doan)
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KROGER BISCUITS,
SWUTROLU,
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BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.
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Where: Paris, TN Recruiting Station
When: Mon - Fri 9a.m.- 7p.m.
Who: SGT Jason Culver 877-348-0801
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KROGER PASTA SAUCE

ULTRA CLOROX
LIQUID BLEACH
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TYSON
WHOLE FRYERS
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SLICED BACON
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Future
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Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkcnhcard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Renfro

Phone: 76~~i,i81

NFLDraft day
·turns watchers
into analysts
I had looked forward to last weekend since the Bengals ended its season with a victory over the Eagles in
early January.
Being a Bengals fan my whole life
has not exactly had its share of great
moments, other than when they went
to two Super Bowls when I was too
young to comprehend football. However, with back-to-hack 8-8 seasons
under Head Coach Marvin Lewis, I
have full confidence the Jungle will
be restored in the coming years.
Anyone who was glued to the television during the
first round of the
NFL Draft might
have heard ESPN
analyst
Chris
Mortensen proclaim the Bengals
as a sleeper team
to dethrone the
AFC champion
New . England
Patriots. In my
lifetime,
the
words "Bengals"
Nathan
and "champion" Clinkenbeard
never went in the
Sports Editor
same sentence
unless someone was talking about
being the champion of the league's
cellar.
I anticipated the draft not only for
the Bengals' sake, but I love watching
it to sec the picks unfold round by
round. The only problem with this is,
I always find myself asking how the
analysts can honestly know how good
someone will be in the NFL, but I
wind up doing the same thing and critiquing other teams. Three things
stood out to me.
The first thing to strike me in the
first round was Jacksonville's pick of
Arkansas quarterback turned wide
receiver Matt Jones. I love this pick
· simply .because Jones is an absolute
freak of nature. He can absolutely fly,
and he showed great receiver skills at
this year's ·senior Bowl. The Jags
drafted an immediate red zone threat.
I also liked the Jets' selection of
Mike Nugent in the second round.
Before anyone stones me, just listen.
Nugent has a thunderous leg, incredible accuracy and will help the Jets
immediately. So many games in the
NFL are within a touchdown, and,
with a clutch kicker like Nugent, a 79 or 8-8 season could tum into a 9-7,
10-6, or better. He also will provide
the Jets with great field position on
ldckoffs.
The one pick I do hate is the Broncos' choice of Maurice Clarett in the
third round. The guy had no business
being drafted, and, personally, I hope
he never finds his way into a starting
position. Head Coach Mike Shanahan
is known for making good backs out
of late picks. but I don't think Clarett
will be one of them.
I know I'm not the only one with an
opinion on the draft, and I also know
I could be wrong with everything I've
said. However, I don't think I can
look Like an even bigger idiot after
picking Kansas to win the NCAA
tourney.
Several years from now, I'll know if
they're making Clarett's bust for the
Hall of Fame.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

'Breds' loss
to Cardinals
evens record
Staff Report

ph<•to~

l>y M1chad Mclaurine/lhe News

Junior catcher Dustin Hennigar takes a hack against Tennessee Tech.

Head Coach Rob McDonald (left) talks to players before the fifth innlng.

After facing Tennessee
Tech in three games last
weekend, the Thoroughbreds moved to take on the
University of Louisville
Wednesday, where the
team lost 6-3.
The 'Breds (21-21, 9-6
OVC) tied a 30-year-old
record for runs scored in an
inning Saturday during the
team's only win of the
week. The team scored 14
runs in the third inning in
the first of three games
against Tennessee Tech.
Murray State dominated
the fJ..rst game of the doubleheader Saturday, winning 24-7.
The Golden Eagles took
the win 6-0 in the second
game to even the score to
one game each.
Sophomore centerfJ.eJder
Tyler Pittman opened Sunday's loss with a grand slam
in the first inning, but the
Golden
Eagles'
six
unearned runs pushed Tennessee Tech to the 12-9 win.
The 'Breds played the
Louisville Cardinals (22-16)
Wednesday since the regularly scheduled Tuesday
game was canceled due to
rain. •
Starting as pitcher fo~ the
'Brcds was junior Jake
Ociesa, who pitched the
first six innings. allowing
six runs on two hits and
four walks. Ociesa struck
out eight until relief pitchers sophomore Charlie
Wade and junior Billy Fares

finished the game with two
scoreless innings.
Senior first baseman
Clint Griggs hit an RBI double, scoring sophomore
infielder Seth Hudson to
put the 'Breds up 1-0 in the
first inning. •
The Cardinals evened the
score in the bottom of the
first when Louisville's
Boomer Whiting W<ls hit by
a pitch, stole second,
advanced to third on a
throwing error and was
sent home when a teammate grounded to second.
Louisville's jorge Castillo
reached on a fieldt•r's
choice, and Ociesa walked
Daniel Burton in the bottom of the second, followed •
by a wild pitch that moved
the Cardinal players up a·

base.

·

Whiting's single to right
field scored Castillo antl
Burton for the Cardinals 3-1
lead.
In the top of the third.
the 'Breds scored when a
Clint Griggs singled home
junior infielder Chaz Ebert,
cutting the lead to 3·2.
Two unearned scores put
Louisville up 5-2 in the bottom of the fifth.
Junior outfielder Brett
Mullins .scored for the
'Brcds after a fielding error;
closing the gap to 5-3. but
Murray State could get ne
closer.
At 1 p.m. Saturday, the
'Brcds begin it!' double·
header at Tennessee Martin
and continue at l p.m. Sun·
day for the second game.

Three football players sign with NFL teams.
Brittany Renfro

Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

After watching seven rounds
go by in the NFL Draft without
hearing their names called Saturday, three Murray State football
players breathed a sigh of relief
after signing free agent contracts
this week.
Murray State teammates
Jimmy St. Louis, graduate student and former tight end, and
senior defensive end Marcus
White signed with the Tennessee
Titans Sunday. A day later,
senior cornerback Laroni Gallishaw signed with the Minnesota
Vikings.
White said he spent the weekend watching the draft, waiting
with anticipation.
"Most of last weekend, I spent
sitting by the phone, waiting to
hear news about my future,"
White said.
St. Louis hung out in his house
in Murray and went through a
similar roller coaster of emotions.
"It was a long weekend, and I

was
relieved
when I got the
phone call," St.
Louis said. "I
got a few offers
from different
teams. so it was
nice to be able
to choose which
I would try out
for.''
All three players reported to
their
teams'
Laroni
camp yesterday Galllshaw
to meet other rookies and begin
workouts. St. Louis and White
traveled to Nashville to become
acquainted with their new surroundings.
''Camp will help us realize
what the NFL and our teams are
all about.'' White said. "It will
show us what the future might be
like."
The three days of camp are the
starting point for the men's trial
period.
"It's kind oflike a rookie orientation where the coaches can
evaluate where we're at," St.
Louis said. "The team may be

Jimmy

St. Louis

around," White said. "Especiallybecause neither of us will know
anyone and it will make it easier
to adjust."
White was named to the AUOVC teams during his two seasons at Murray State, and St.
Louis ended his three se:~sons at
Murray State with 32 receptions
for 294 yards and three touchdowns.
"I'm excited for this upportuni..-1
ty," St. Louis said. "The Titans
brought in thr<:>c tight ends.
including me, so if I keep working hard hopefully things will fall
into place."
Laroni Gallishaw had to travel
to Minneapolis for his rookie
camp with the Vikings. As <l cor~
nerback, he finished his Murray
State career with 73 tackles and
four interceptions.
After transferring from the
University of Louisville. Gallishaw was named to the All·OVC
second team in his two seasons.
From this point on until the
NFL season begins all three players will be fJ.ghting for a chance
to change their Racer colors into
the hues of the Vikings or Titans.

Marcus
White

cutting some players after camp,
but I feel like I've worked hard
enough that I should do well."
In June, St. Louis expects to be
sent to a bigger camp to begin
more rigorous tests and training,
but players will not find out if
they officially mad~ their respective team until the season begins.
St. Louis and White have been
teammates since they were freshman at the University of Auburn
before transferring to Murray
State, and, since they signed with
the Titans, they have the chance
to play on the same team again.
"It will help out to have Jimmy

The Sports Line•••
Murray State Events

TV Events

-

Friday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Playoffs
Pistons at 76ers, Game 3

Saturday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Playoffs
Celtics at Pacers, Game 4

Saturday: Rowing @ TBA
Louisville
Kentucky State Championships

Sunday: Baseball@ 1 p.m.
Skyhawk Field
Murray St. at Tennessee-Martin

Saturday: CBS @ noon
Field of Dreams
Starring Kevin Costner

Sunday: CBS @ noon
Gymnastics
NCAA Championships

Saturday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.
Skyhawk Field
Murray St. at Tennessee-Martin

Wednesday: Baseball @ 6:30 p.m.
Swayze Field
Murray St. at Ole Miss
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Equestrian team riders qualify for Nationals
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@l henews.org

Picking a teammate out
of a basket may not be the
ideal situation for an athlete, but the equestrlan
team faces this challenge
every competition.
For each show, riders
are matched to a horse
they have never ridden,
making it hard sometimes
for the pair to get along.
The regional competition ended this year with
the equestrian team contending for one of the top
spots.
Don DeLaney leads the
western team, which was
Reserve Region Champions second only to Middle Tennessee State University, while the hunt
team, which second-year
coach Sue Robinson
coaches, placed sixth in
the region.
In the High Point Western Rider contest, three
riders placed in the top 10.
This category is composed of riders who accumulate the most points by
placing at the top of both
classes throughout the
photos by Megan ArsLmanlguest
year's competitions.
Junior Cynthia Charleville, from St. Louis, prepares for an equestrian team competition this season.
Junior rider Cynthia
Charlevillc said. "There
Charleville placed third, in Columbus, Ohio.
"We could not have any were a lot of good riders
freshman Kendal Kern
placed fourth and senior stronger riders going to competing. I felt like I
Megan Arszman tied for Nationals this year," rode my pattern really
well and was ecstatic
sixth in the High Point DeLaney said.
Woglom was named when they called my
Western Rider contest.
Senior Kate Woglom Reserve Zone Champion number to win the class.
placed lOth at High Point in Intermediate Hunt Seat I'm excited for Nationals."
Equitation, which qualiHunt Seat Rider.
Papanita
Fantasy, fied her for Nationals.
"Kate (~oglom) is not
known to the team as
"Punk," is one of the only good at equitation,
equine program's horses she can also figure out a ~·rider is
and was named Zone 5 horse she has never rid- judged on maintaing
Region 1 Western Horse den quickly," Robinson correct riding position
of the Year. Punk. who said. "This ability will and~OJl~~~ -hD.r:tc;:
•
traveled to many of the help her at Nationals. I am Rpnt -~:.. ~~tton.
team's shows for reining, really excited to be taking lies ill jumping and rid·
is a stallion used for the a rider of Kate's caliber to ing across country, such
· my first Nationals."
breeding program.
as fomuntins
Cynthia Charleville was ........ ~ an individual.
"Our horses work as
hard as we do," Kern said. named Zone 5 Champion pre·a$signed
pattern
"Punk and WiUy deserve in Open Western Horse- from memory, demonmanship.
Freshman strating a variety of
to win every year."
After qualifying for Rachel Wesselman, cham- stops, turns and figures
Regionals, a team mem- pion in Walk Trot West- in variOQS speeds. The
ber moves on to Zones ern Horsemanship, and emphasis is on the tech·
Jamie nical application of natwhere they can qualify for sophomore•
Gilmore, champion in mal aids and the rider's
Nationals.
Western ability to show unfamil'Four Murray State rid- Advanced
ers qualified April 9 and Horsemanship, will join iar horses.
10 at the Zone 5 competi- Charleville in the Nation- St~ Mt · rider moves
tion for the National al Championships. It will the horse through a herd
Championships for the be Gilmore's second trip of livestock she wishes
Intercollegiate
Horse to Nationals.
to rope. move or control Stock Coach Don DeLaney gives last minute tips
to freshman Rachel Wesselman, who will join
"The Zone competition
Show Association held
really
tough,"
com three riders in the National Championships.
the frrst weekend in May was

Volleyball team adds 4 players to 'fit in with style'
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

Volleyball Head Coach Doug
Schwepker completed the Racers' 2005 recruiting class last
week, signing four players to
replace three seniors from the
2004 team.
Although
the
recrUltmg
process is long, Schwepker said
he wanted to find quality players
to fit the program. He said he
found the desired qualities in
Tara DeMage, Lisa Forchee,
Alyssa Groves and Heather Norris.
"I narrowed these girls down
from hundreds that we were

looking at," Schwepker said. "I
look for players that are going to
fit in with our style. meet our
needs, and combine well with
the other players."
D~Mage played two years at
Jefferson College, a two-year
community college in Hillsboro,
Mo.
Last season, she ranked ninth
in the nation with 769 digs,
which placed her on the Midwest Community College Athletic Conference all-conference
and all-region teams. At Red Bud
High School in Red Bud, Ill., she
was named team MVP and Class
A Player of the Year.
Forchee, from Barnhart, Mo..
earned all-conference first team

SZECHUAN, HUNAN, & MANDARIN CUISINE • E.t.r-1~ OR T.AK£-0UT
OUR BANQUET FACILITY HAS THE AMBIENCE YOU REQUIRE FOR ANY
SPECIAL PRIVATE FUNCTION!

BIGGEST & BEST BUFFET IN TOWN!

•CIWI RANGooN
•CHICkEN OH A
SnCk

•GEHEIW. Tso's
CHICI<EH
•HONEY CHICKEN
•HoT PAN CHICKEH

•BBQ RIBS

•MUSSELS

•APPETIZERS

•SouPs

..... .

-· -

... . .
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tournament team in the National
Championships.
Schwepker also signed Kelsey
Hubt.•rt in Novcmb<.•r 2004.
Hubert is a first-team all-conference player from freeburg, Ill.
and attended Freeburg High
School. She helped her team to a
33·4 record and a regional championship.
Schwepkcr saii.i the team lost
some key players with the departure of the seniors.
"We wanted to bring in some
skill players to mix in with .the
athletes that we have coming
back next season." Schwepker
said. "We are gaining a lot of ball
control w ith these new players
and that was our main focus."

•SALAD BAR
•STEAK

-

n rna

The past two weeks have been full
of fishing excitement for my college
buddies and me. When you get a
group of different personalities
together, there is no telling what
could happen, but it is always funny
to see.
Two weeks ago, my girlfriend, her
roommate and I decided to go out on
the dock at Kentucky Lake where I
keep my boat. I wanted to catch some
brim, and I knew this spot at the dock
where I have always been able to
catch a bunch.
We stopped at a
little bait store
near the lake and
bought
some
worms and bobbers, and, since I
knew where the
brim were. I went
to one end of the
dock while the
girls went to the
other end by the
Jon
fish-cleaning staHolden
tion.
Outdoor Columnist
Once we got
everything set up and started fishing,
I heard one of the girls holler to me
she needed a worm on her hook. I figured this was going to happen
because these girls won't touch bait
no matter what it is.
I fuced them up, went back to fishing and, 10 minutes later, heard my
girlfriend hollering. I couldn't quite
make out what she was saying, but I
soon realized she was yelling she had
a catfish but couldn't get it up out of
the water. 1 took off running and
helped get the fish on the dock and off
the hook. Thinking she caught the catfish by chance, I ran back to my pole.
I had just picked up my pole when I
heard her yelling "Catfish!" again.
This time, I grabbed my pole and
ran over to where she was because
m,y, gj.r.lf.qend v.;as not going to be the
only one catching tbosc big catfish. Of
course, as soon as I plopped down
next to her she yelled at me.
While all of this was going on. her
roommate had been trying for 30 min·
utes just to catch this one fish that
nibbled on her pole every time she
put her line in the water.
She was the happiest person
because she finally caught that stupid
little thing, but the fish wound up
only being about 2 to 3 inches long.
After getting back and telling our
friends what happened on our trip,
two of my guy friends decided they
wanted to go, so the next day, all five
of us went to the same dock to fish.
This time, I had my girlfriend, her
stubborn roommate, one very uncoordinated guy (who we will call Bob)
and another plain funny guy with me.
When we got set up this time,
everyone was standing right beside
each other. Well, it got interesting
really early because the stubborn
roommate and Bob started messing
with each other over one fish that
kept biting both of their lines.
Bob caught the fish, but, when he
realized he had the fish on the line, he
started running with it and nearly fell
off of the dock. After all the running,
he fmally got the fish to the top of the
water, but it managed to bend the
hook at the last second to get away.
We had so many funny moments
sitting on the dock fishing I can't even
possibly fit them all into one small
column. If you ever just want to have
a fun time fishing, take a big group of
friends with you, and you'll know
exactly what I'm talking about.

Jon Holden is the outdoor columnist for
The Murray State News, e-mail him at
jholden@thenews.org
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and all-district first -team honors
in her junior and senior seasons
at Windsor High School, where
she assisted in back-to-back
state championships.
Groves made all-state third
team, all·area first team and allconfcrcncc last season, helping
St. Edward High School in Elgin,
Ill., win its fourth consecutive
regional title. Groves, an Elgin,
Ill., native, was named area MVP
and honorary captain last season. During the offseason. she
played for Club Fusion.
Norris is from Naperville, Ill.,
and played for club team Sports
Performance, which competed
in the USA Volleyball National
Championships. Norris made all-

Taking friends
on fishing trips
worthwhile
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(NEXT TO AUGUST MOON)
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· Women's rowing team collects 1st varsity medal
Sarah Schardein
Contributing Writer
The women's rowing team
earned its first varsity medal
after finishing second out of 55
teams in the varsity fours race
Aprill6 at the Southern Intercollegiate Rowing Association
Championships.
"It is a big accomplishment for
the program and will really help
with recognition," McLean said
of the victory on Melton Hill
Lake in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
The team has worked on
endurance training, focusing on
improving sprints and increasing
its base rate, which is its strokes
per minute.
The practices paid off in the
water as the team placed among
some of the biggest Division I
programs, coming in second
behind University of Louisville.
The rowers travel to Louisville
Saturday for the Derby Festival
Regatta. The regatta ~erves as a
precursor to the Kentucky
Derby at Churchill Downs, and

file photo

The women's rowing team participates In the 2004 Racer
Regatta at Kentucky Lake. The team competes Saturday at the
Derby Festival Regatta In Louisville.
McLean said it will be more chosen as the stroke for the boat.
challenging than the SIRA As a stroke, Slater will be in the
back of the stern leading the
Championships.
"We are going from a 4-boat to team.
an 8-boat, and the varsity team
"It's going to be nice to have
bas not spent as much time the whole team back in one
working on the 8-boat," Mclean boat," Slater said.
said.
McLean said this race will be
Still, the team is optimistic as much different than previous
junior captain Kristin Slater was races since it is only 500 meters
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Students, why drag all your stuff home
and back again? Store your stuff!

Indoor Climate Control
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Air conditioned units
We rent U-Hauls
Controlled access
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Video surveillance
Pest control
Behind Goody's
No deposit required
Open seven days a week
Across from The Big Apple!
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Premier Mini Storage • 644 N 12th St. • Murray
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courtm of Intramural Office

uld Like to Congratulate the 2005-06 Offi
cars, Honor Council & Chairmen
OFFICERS
• President: Nancy Parrish
• Vice P.resident: Alisa Stull
• Secretary: Lauren Harms
• Treasurer: Christie Clatterbuck
• Recruitment: Tiffany Lamkin
• Education: Marianne Stonefield

Brandon
~OOliJ
.
Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

Now

instead of the normal 2,000
meters. The winner will be
determined fro m the best of
three races.
"The race can be very explosive and very violent," McLean
said. "I t's really fun to watch.''
He said the team has been
practicing at high rates and concentrating on its spr ints in
preparation for the regatta.
T he team hopes to finally beat
their rival louisville at the regatta this weekend.
"We have come very close to
beating them, hopefully this
regatta will be our chance,''
Slater said.
Last weekend, the rowing team
was expecting to participate in
the Midwest Rowing Champi·
onship, but incJement weather
and unsafe conditions forced the
cancellation of the races.
Said McLean: "The regattas
and the victories arc building
blocks to get to our ultimate
goal, to one day participate in
the regional championsh.ip in the

Intramural Soccer.

Representatives: Kellen Allen with Adrienne Haley, Brittaney Hall
and Emily Scott
CHAIRWOMEN
Pan Hellenic: Lauren Harms
Ritual: Dannie Cain with Bailey Murphy, Marley Hardin
and Crystal Stinson
Community Service: Lauri Throgmorton with Randa Gozum
and Kelsey Jones
RPM: Paula Singer and Michelle Banks
Alumnae Relations: Kristin Windsor and Michelle Banks
Triangle: Cystal Stinson
Efficiency: Meghan Mottaz
Parliamentarian: Ashley Morris
Risk Management: Macie Fletcher with Adrienne Haley
Awards: Cassie Burgin and Stefanle Long
Music: Bethney Terry with Brittaney Hall
Historian: Cassie Burgin with Sarah Neal
Public Relations: Brittaney Hall with Dannie Cain
Social: Paula Singer and Meghan Mottaz
Special Events: Mandie Sidener with Shannon Lynn
and Sefanie Long
lntramurals: Mandie Sidener with Cartee Peterworth
Play-a-Thon: Mary Harmon with Kellen Allen
Volleybash: Maggie Pechacek with Kellen Allen
Sisterhood: Becca Cripps and Tiffany Fay
Campus Involvement: Randa Gozum with Kelsey Jones
House Chair: Macie Fletcher
Fundraising: Adrienne Haley and Michelle Jones
Personal Development: Ashley Morris
Fraternity Events: Michelle Jones and Bailey Murphy
Spirit: Valerie Lewis
lnterconvWebmaster: Jenna Hackett
Parents ASsociation: Janna Hackett with Kelli Fitz
Senior Programming: Kelli Fitz with Marley Hardin
Executive Assistant: Diane Sater

All Greek Assembly Awards
Outstanding Slterhood Award
Outstanding Community Service
Outstanding Chapter Advisor - Jan Wilson
CONGBATULATION$
• Johannah Deuker and Julie Larkins on their engagements
• Brittaney Hall and Maggie Pechacek on their lavaliers
• Megan Claussen on 4th Runner Up in Miss MSU
• Meghan Mottaz on Leader of the Month in April
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Local man conquers situp marathon
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thcnews.org

Erin Cummins/The News

Tung Dinh demonstrates the splits using the BodyWedge21 to hold up
his legs. Dinh used the BodyWedge21 in a 30-hour sltup marathon at
Gold's Gym In New York to honor his 30th anniversary of freedom.

•

Tung Dinh fmally decided it
was time to get some sleep
after he finished eating lunch at
a Thai restaurant Wednesday.
The only problem was Dinh
fell asleep on the restaurant
table.
At noon Wednesday, Dinh
completed a 30-hour situp
marathon to raise awareness
for freedom and to celebrate
his 30th year of freedom from
Vietnam and communism.
In 30 hours at the Gold's Gym
in New York starting at 6 a.m.
Tuesday, Dinh completed
31,167 situps, exceeding his goal
by more than 1,000 situps .

"The pain was very little
compared to what was going
on in Vietnam," Dinh said. "I
had so much support from the
community. It felt like they
were pushing me up for every
situp."
His goal from the start was to
do 1,000 situps per hour, but
Dinh hit the 1,500 mark at the
first hour and 3,200 at the second.
The only things that slowed
Dinh were the late night hours
when no one was around to
cheer and when fatigue set in
during the last few hours.
"At around 18,000 (situps), I
started to hit a wall, like a
marathon," Dinh said. "My
back started to hurt and my leg
locked up. Once I hit 25,000, I
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knew I was going to make it."
Richard Decker, CEO of
BodyWedge21, said he could
not believe Dinh's resolve.
"To be honest, I thought I'd
walk back in at 8 a.m. and he'd
be dead sleeping," he said. "He
was just smiling, though, like it
was the first day."
Vietnam Veterans and kids
from the Upward Bound program came in and did situps
with him, which helped motivate Dinh. He also had a Webcam set up so he could watch
his students do situps with him.
"Freedom is a journey and
there is a destination," Dinh
said. "However, freedom is
always a highway under construction. We have to do what
we can to keep the freedom."

Elm Street Baptist Church
Charleston, Mo.

Lany & Lyndl Ward
Bany Ward

We are currently seeking a Youth Director.
Experience is preferred, but not a must.
Send your resume to:

BUS 27().492·8144

FAX , 27().492-6248

Elm Street Baptist Church
c/o Search Committee
P.O. Box 39
East Prarie, MO 63845

To place your ad in The Murray State News, call 762-4478
Monday

Thesday

Wednesday

Thursday

MARTINI MADNESS
1/2 Price Martinis

$1.50 MARGARITAS
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

OYSTER NIGHT
50f Oysters on
the Half.~hell

6 p.m. - close

75¢ BUD BEER
9 p.m. - close

MILLER NIGHT
Bucket of Beer
Six Miller Lite Long
Necks only $10

J?or all )'our news and
more, visit

Karaoke 7:30 p.m. - ?

9 p.m. - close

live Oak

Calloway· Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071

One-, two-, and three-bedroom
$100 deposit
Six-month lease
Debbie Siress, manager
906 Broad St. Ext. • Murray, Ky.

s

753-8221

753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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~/I..PIN!. SIRIUS:Ii
SATELLITE RADIO

SA TilL I.I TI
ttiAOIO

Expires 05106/05 • Sale Items excluded. Car Stereo Specialist • Custom lnsts/lstJon
[oupon

FOR

SALE

!>.lwmills· S2,695 · LumberM.tte-2000 &
Lumberlitl'· 24. Norw()(_>d tndu,tries also
manufa(.iurc; utility ATV .~ttarhment!i.
log ~krclder~. poruble brmd edger' dnd
fort.">lry t-quipml'nt. www.norwoodin·
i:lustries.<"om frt'f' Inform.rtion: 1·1'00·
,578·1 .36.! ext.300N
Aluminum Horse Tr<!iiN~· -1 yeilr~
unlimited w.mc~nty (int luding r()(ll) start·
ing at $5999 to luxury living quartc'IS,
100% nnancing alklii.Jblt•. SJI~ and ser·
vice. call Stott, 1-8118·781 · 1000
Wolff Tanning Bt•<k Buy dirt'CI and
~v<>! Full bod~· units from SUa month I
free color r.atalog. Gill Today! 1-800·
1:J05 \~p.t·t-;tan.nliTI

"84::

Angus

Bul~

for

salt~:

Pcrtormance and

~ertility tested. R(':Jd)' to hrced cows.

Kentudcy rai~. 859·792-61 19
13ank Special! 3 bedrooms, 2 bath·
rooms, large lot! Make oiler! Gracious
}.iving Re.~lty. email: \\illiam@grarous~iving.~ 800-749·5263
)..og Home AuctJon. SaturdJy, May 21 <t.
Mackville & Glasgow Kentucky. 26 new
log home paci.:Jges oitered. One
.1bsolute to highl'st hicklerl P.tckage
includes sub-floor, log~. wrndows,
door~. rafter~. roofing ... Daniel Boone
Log Homt.>s 1·800-766·9_4_7_
4__

G.ltt'<l Mountain Community ncar
Ashevillt•, NC. Spt'Ct.Jcular woodl'Cl lo!!o
with gre~t viows! P.wC'd ro.lfl<, dub
hou!o(>, world-d,1<s trout fi~hlng. hiking
trails· more! B<>;u Riwr Community. I
866-41 1·S263

FOR RENT
1 bedroom apts., Univt-rsity Heights,
all applianc~ included, $325 a month,
$325 ~posit, 12 month lease. NO
PETS! 753-4937, 759-8926, 753·1951.

.

-

f'>rofcssion.tl ofiice space f(J( rent in
•franki'ort. lust ofi US 127 near 1-64.
'Aj>proximatcl)· 7lXl square fCI'J on secOnd floor, privat" bath, closets. S600 pt•r

Our low rates include unlimited
mileage, driver's fees, and
applicable taxes.
For more information call us at
(731) 642-2838

HELP WANTED
Residential treatment facility for adolescents currently hirin~ students graduating with degrees m psychology,
aociof~, criminal justice, social work,
recreation and other social/behavioral
sciences. Facility located in middle
Tennessee. Contact lucas at drem·
ploymentfl'threesprings.com or raw
resume to (931) 729-9525, www.
lh~prings.c~du_
ck_r_
iv~
e'~~Cam~

Minislry Interns Needed-two
posihons (service and programmin~
available for Fall. Job descriptions avail·
able at First Presbyterian Church, 1601
Main Street. 753-0460. Send resumes to
rnurchby~~
y_
2_
. _____

$450 Group Fundraiser Srneduling
Bonus, 4 hOurs of your ~p'1 time
PlUS our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutioM EQUAlS S1,()()G.S2,000 in
eMnings for your group. ~II TOOAY
for a S600 bonus When you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with CampusFund raiser. Conta.ct Campus- Fundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or visit
~_pusfundraiser.~

NOW HIRING CAMPUS MANAGERS
Ready for the URt!JK challen~f UReps
Is looking for the most outg01ng, enthu·
'iastic leaders for our Campus Manager
position fOI' the Fall 2005 semester!
Work 10 hours per week, gain valuable
buisness experience, and earn while
you build your resume. $100 Wffkly
salary plus bonuses. To learn more, and
apply, visit www.UReps.com.
Agents Wanted: Nccessit)' Ho~" Sup·
pfement sreking horse pcoplt~ to set up
dC'illers & *II products. r~dusivities
av<~il.lble. Work in an industry you love!
Contact Sarah liP 877-788-4448, equin(.'info~Yi hvets.com

CRAFTMATlC launch~ exciting divl·
sion. We knol'. that Qudlity leads
e Quality 5.Jies! We're so contrdcnt in
our leads. we pay you to run them even

Each of Our 3 Limos Offer
• Televisions
• DVDNCR
• Custom-Made Bars
• 10-12 Passenger Seating
Check us out on the web
www.parisluxurylimousines.com

">U<:I:~IUI r'uvli,"~'" must
to give guidance to Home DcliVCI)'
Manager, Single Copy Manager, Out·
sick! Sales Manager, "'I[ Coordinator
and offire staff. Develop and maMBE! a
yearly budget. Provide l('adership skills
to Circulation staff while be.ng responsr·
ble for hiring, counseling, Pncour~1ging.
evaluating and maintaining an elfe<.tive
staff. Develop new ick~' <m how to
Custom fquipmenl manUidcturerseeks build drcu latron while mo~int,linlng
PRUJICf r~"J(jiNUR. CAD Proflcrcncy, Of)f'n communication with otlwr dep.Ht·
.tu1ornatlon equipmt'lll dc;ign experi- ments. Must poSS(>S5 strong l:Omrnunl·
enCE~ ilrl• mu'>t~. llexihlt! loehedule, great
cation ~kills, be organized and ready to
bc•neiit~. hrGgrlffinusa.com PO Box
r!!$pond to daily <;hallengcs, have a
17347, Louiwille, KY 40217 [QE.
r,1nge of skills that covers auo's a specGet P.tid to ~hop! luin the world'~ larg<.">t trum of people, dnd h.w<• it current dri·
Mystery Shopping Comp.1ny today! vcr license and good driving r'"<ord. An
Flexible, fun & iree to join. Apply now · excellent benefits package and eompet.
ltive sal.uy offered. RP.Soumcs and salary
at: www.gapbu~ter.mmtxcc
requirements can be ~Ito: The Ad,·oHigh School Grads Jobs in welding. cate-Messenger, Attn: Debbie Wagner,
mechanics, computers. Paid training. 330 S. 4th Strffi, D.anvillc, KY 40422
benefits. Ag!!$ 17-34. Must relocate. C.1!1 dt>bbiewCPaml'le\\-s.corn
M-F 800-284-6289
2004 Earnings: Avg. solos $49.950, Top
live tnsuranc«~ <ales $100,000+. Fresh team; S154..22l, Top solo: S70,526.
direct mail response leads in your area. Regional SEIMW. XM Radio servicl',
Top conrracts; paid advances; manage- class-A COL required. 800-CFI-DRIV£
ment opportumries; cxpcrien<:ed agen~ (800-234·3748) www.Clidrlvc.corn
on!_y. 1-877-311 -1_?4~ -~ ~
75 Driver Trainees Needed! Leam to
Online Jobs•.. eBay workers needed. drive ior Transf>Ort America rn 15 days at
Come work with us onlrne. SSS Week- TATl No experience neetlt'll' Good p.w
ly! Use your home computer or laptop. & benefits. 1-866-244-3644
No cxpNience ne<.~s.1ry. l-800-693·
Company Driver Pc~itions now avatl·
9.\98 f'.Xt. 1862
<Jble at Prim lnr.:. OTR, Great Pay & BenRc.1l bt.ttc Agcnl~ l"r<!tic•dlli~Ung Prop- efits (health, dental, 401 k). Crt"dit for
cnies fnr the US Government. Apply Experience, Instruction, and train ing
available.
1100-771-6.118.
www.gr.r< iousllving.ol)\
www.primeinc.corn
Rcm,lfk,lblc, lloi'OI'-R.lSIXl busrn~s. no
Driver· CovcOilnt Transport. lxcellent
t~>llrng. no selling, no t'll\lfalning. Huge
profit pou·ntial. Accomp l~h your go,Jis pa_y & Bene11ts for expem.•rKed drivl'rs,
010, Solos, Tet~ms & Gr.ldu .. te Stu·
& dreams. Uvc <.hanging! Very 5efious
dents. Bonust>S paid weekly. lqu.ll
Pt.'<>ple. 1-800·587·9046 eJ<t. 803 t
Opportunity Employer. 888-MORE·PAY
Secrt'l Shopper~ Needed. Pose as cus- (888-667-3729)
tomt.·r~ lor sto•<• evaluations. t.ocal
stores, restaurants & theater;. Training Driver· Daily Pay- TRANSFLO. 2SOO+
prmide<l. Flexible hours. £mall miles every week. 2 days oil every wf<'k.
required. Call now! 1·800-,';85-9024 Modern tlffi. Great tnsuran<"<>l 401 K/
stocks. 888-346-4639. www.knightext. 6'351
trans.corn. Class-A CDU 6 month~ OTR.
The Advocate-Messcn0oer has an immediate opening for a Circulatioo Director. Drh-er: Owner Opcr.1tors nt'edcd.

Provide: "2·3 preleads per day; •Exdting
p.1y per dt!lllO program designed to earn
$80()..$ 12£Xlt per wt~:k; •Health Benefits; "Paid tratnlng & $2000 Sign·-oo
Bonus. YOU Proviclc; •A ~ltd sail's
b.Kk~rouml; •A de$tre to succt'f'cl. Mr.
Morns 1·800-472·1432 ext. 219, All
lnturmation giwn over the phone.

WPf'~Pnrl<

&

Great
mile! Vans- no touch. base
plates available. Fast start. 100% fuel
sure harge. 1·800-511-0082 ~Drivers· $1 ,000 sign on for experienced
te.tmsl Earn 41 ¢!mile. No 1'\YC, pay on
delivery and guarantt"t•d home time.
USA Trulk 8()0.237-4642
Oriv~· Acn1Jhng TrainC<'s! CDI. in 16
days! No money down, student financIng! Tuition reimbursetTWnt .1vail. Job
~~<"Pment a~st. 1·800-683.()171 ext.A·

Drivers: Do you have 3 mos driving
Pxpericnce and a Kentucky COL? You
should h(• making 40 cpml With 1 yr or
3 yrs, you start at 41 or 42 cpml Run an
assigned conVL'f'ltional & be home every
14 Clays. Full bcndits and weekly pa)'
lndU<kd. 40-42 cpm: you <berve tt! 1877-452·5627. coc.
Drivers, Over the road, 35 states. Flat

wlsidcs, late model conventionals. J

veaf!. experience. $2,000 sign on bonus.
Start .34¢·.38¢ mile+ benefits. Call
1800)444-6648
Drivers: o....ncr Operators; ncet owners;
tractors S1.53, Straight trucks S1.15$1.35. Free Quafcornm' Trip Pak. Call
Tri:Statc Expedited. 888-~0-542:!.._ _
Nt'<·d a Job? CRST No experience? No
Problem! No crl>drt check. No monthly
payment. lmmed•ate benet1t package.
Now hiring in your area. 1-877-443·
8289
••st.lr Tramport

nl'lxl~

inexperienced

driwr~. Home mo't wrekends, Petcrbilt
trucks, ~h.lfl'<l tuition. Good starting pay.

food and lodging provided. 1-800-4554682

HEALTH
lte.tlth Benefits as low as $129/month
for (amili('S, individuals, businesses;
acddcnts, prcscriptioos. hospi1al ~tays,
cnlt.'rgmcy room visits, vision, dental.
You can't be denied. 1-888-220-7303
Power whrelchalrs.

Scoot~

and hO!opi·

TRAVEL
Pawleys Island and litchfield BP.1rhes.
The areas lal)\esl selettion of family
beiKh homes. All site. .tnd price rangt-s.
Vaca11on Rentals .1nd Resort S,llt.~. l'itw·
leys lsl.md Rc<~hy Comp.my, U.C
www.p.Jwleysisl.mclr..Jity.cum 1·800937-7352

MISC.
Gun Show: April JO-May 1. $.lt. 9·5 &
Sun. 10-4. Paducah, KY hi'Cutive Inn.
Buy, Sell, Trade. Info: (563)927-8176
~ted by R~ Shows Inc.
Di\'Otce $195, 111l'OfJlOI'alion $195. YOU(
alternative 10 expensrve legal ices! 1·800303-1170 or ncdpi'<>SefViccCaol.com
SSCAS~iSS Immediate cash for struc·
tured settlemems. annuities, law suits,
~age notes & cash nows. JG Wcntwonh tl. 1,800.794·7.110

Attention Homeowners: Display homes
wanted for vinyl skiing, windoo.vs, roofs.
~ credit tcnns. No payments until
Summer 2005. Starting at $99 month.
Call 1..000.2,'; 1.0843
Earn Degree online irorn home. •susi·
ness, •Par.IIC'jl.ll, •Computers. Joh placement assistance. Computer & rin.mdal
aid if 4ll<lltiy. 866-858·2121 www.lidewatert<'fhunline.com
Free 4-Room DIRE.OV System rnclud·
ing Standard lnstall;ttron. J Months I Rl F
50+ Premium Ch.mncls. Acn~~ to owr
225 channds! Limited tim(' oifer. 5&11,
restrictions apply. l·llOO:.!o0-4617
Government Guar:tntf·('(J loans. We
need 8 more home purchase apfllicanl!.
by May 1st. 1-800-710-1695 or apply
on-line I.'MW.kygovemmentloJns.com

Advertise
call762-4478 for info
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Vanderbilt meet provides teams High school students sign
chance to tune up before OVCs to women's basketball team,
including star twin guards

BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengge@thenews.org

After two weeks off, the men
and women's track teams had a
tough time against stiff competition in the unscored Vanderbilt Invitational in Nashville
last weekend.
T he meet was open to college teams and unattached athletes, meaning anyone not on a
participating team. The women's team finished 16th out of
20 competing teams, and the
men placed last out of the 21
teams present.
On the women's side, junior
captain Jamie Nurnberger was
seventh in the shot put with a
toss of 37-10 3/4 inches, and
junior distance runner Lauren
Wilson was 12th in the 1.500meter run with a time of 4 minutes, 5184 seconds.
Sophomore captain Chane!
Morgan tied for 12th in the long
jump with a leap of 17-10 3/4
inches.
Junior distance runner Lindsey Neely was 20th in the
5,000-meter run with a time of
19:46.58, and junior distance
runner Megan Rainville was
28th in the 3,000-meter run
with a time of 12:08.98.
Nurnberger said she thought
the team did well against tough
competition, and with the
upcoming Ohio Valley Conference Championship, it was a
good meet to attend.
''I felt like we could have
done better, but, considering
the competition, I feel like we
held our own," Nurnberger
said. ''It was a good tune up for
this coming weekend's OVC
Championship in which we
feel we can compete in as long
as we give everything we
Have."
For the men's team, sophomore captain Chris Champion

Staff Report

Ricky Agostin/Thc NeHlS

Senior David Claybrooks jumps over hanlles ln practice.
The men and women•s track teams will compete ln the OVC
Championships May 6-7 at Austin Peay University.
placed 12th in the shot put with
a toss of 44-3 1/4 inches, and
sophomore distance runner
John Gorey finished 39th in the
5,000-mcter run with a time of
16:28.97.
Head Coach Dereck Chavis
said he sees positive signs from
his teams as they head to the
OVC Championship.
"It can be hard competing
with schools who have a lot of
scholarship athletes, but I'm
proud of our team and how we

have competed," Chavis said.
"With the OVC's this weekend,
we just wanna go and give our
all and leave it all on the track.
We have good runners and
should more than hold our own
if we perform like we arc capable.''
The invitational was the final
meet for the teams before the
OVC Championship, which is
scheduled for May 6-7 In
Clarksville, Tenn., at Austin
Peay University.

Positions
Available!
The Murray State News is now
accepting applications for fall 2005!
Available openings are:

• Advertising Sales
Representatives
• Advertising Production
Manager
• College Life, News
and Sports Writers
• Copy Editors
• Photographers
To apply, stop by I ll Wilson Hall
or for more information, call 4468

The Racers announced three signings April 14 for next season's squad,
which include twin guards from Clinton County High School in Albany
who should have fans seeing double.
Guards Amber and Paige Guffey
join forward Erica Gordian from
Imperial Valley Community College
in El Centro, Calif.
The Guffey twins set Kentucky
girls' basketball history this season as
the first teammates to amass more
than 2,5dO points in a career, and Gordian comes to Murray State with a
number of awards from junior college.
Amber Guffey put up 19.5 points,'8.5
rebounds and 9 assists per game for
Clinton County last season, but the
Bulldogs fell to Lexington Catholic in
the state championship. Amber
moved past the 2.500-point mark this
season and fmished her career with
more than 2,600 points.
She shot 62 percent from the field
and put up the third-highest singleseason free throw percentage in Kentucky history with an 87 percent
mark. Her 276 assists were good
enough for No. 3 on the all-time single-season assist list.
Pai~e Guffey scored 21 points and
handed out 6 assists per game last
season for the Bulldogs. She scored
more than 3,100 points for her career
at Clinton County High School and
finished as the No. 2 three-point
shooter in state history.
She earned honors as the Region 4
Player of the Year last season and the
Most Valuable Player in the Pinkerington (Ohio) Christmas Tournament
as a sophomore.
The Guffey twins are two-time AllState players in Kentucky. Amber was
voted an Associated Press First Team
member her final two years in high
school. Paige earned the second. most
amount of votes in the AP balloting
this season. The two women also are

two-time Top 20 All-Stars at the Blue
Chip High Exposure Camp in
Louisville.
The Guffeys also performed well in
the classroom. Both had 4.0 GPAs,
and Amber is valedictorian for Clin·
ton County High School. Paige is the
salutatorian.
Erica Gordian graduated from Todd
County High School in 2001 and
returns to Kentucky after playing
junior college basketball in California.
She averaged 16 points and 9
rebounds per game last season for
Imperial Valley. In conference play,
Gordian's numbers improved to 22
points and 10.7 rebounds per game.
Her play earned her the Pacific
Coast Conference Player of the Year
honor, and her coach also earned the
Coach of the Year award.
Along with earning player of the
year, Gordian was named to the AllState First Team among all California
junior colleges. She was second in the
PCC in scoring and rebounding, and
she was fourth in assists and blocked
shots. Gordian led the PCC in freethrow and three-point shooting.
All three women look to bring their
winning and record-setting ways to a
Racer basketball team that finishe<!
eighth in the Ohio Valley Conference
last season.
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Home
Like
PI ace
Now leasing at Murray Place!
Where will you be living this
fall' Murray Place offers 2 and
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments. each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:
• High-speed Internet
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community events
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool and foosball tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
• Cable package includes HBO
and Cinemax
• Rates starting at $299!
Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.MurrayPiace.com

.J!l Murray Place
1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270.759.3003
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From the Editor

On the cover:

Section provides tips for freshmen ~
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Vanessa Childers
Manag1ng Editor

762-4468

Stephanie Zeller

graphic by Chia-Hung Chang

News Editor · 762-4468

Carrie Pond
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Janet Robb
College Life Editor · 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Andrea Chapman
Photography/Online Editor • 762-4480

St ephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser · 762-2998

The cover illustration combines
pho tographs of the Rainey T.
Wells statue and the Stubblefield
Gate, two of the University's m ost
recognized monuments.
MSU 101 signifies all the basic
Murray State information you
need to know to get a good start in
the first year of college. Freshmen
may sign up for many introductory classes, such English 101.

Starting college can be both an
exciting and stressful time. Students
are packing up to leave home for the
first time and begin a new chapter in
their lives.
Official school correspondence
often leave questions, such as what to
pack and what to expect in class,
unanswered in adequate detail.
In compiling this special section, the
editorial board discussed stories we
thought would be beneficial to incoming students. We ended up producing
a section we wish our predecessors
had provided for us.
We set out to produce a beneficial
guide for what incoming freshmen
need to know and to explain where to
go when questions arise.
The special section is grouped in
areas, such as introduction to college
life, services on campus and academics. In the introduction to college
life section, you can find out how to
decorate a residential college room,
move-in day advice, tips for dealing

with difficult roommates, food options,
information about
intramurals
and
other
on-campus
events.
The second section
of stories
includes information
about the Student
Recreation
and
Wellness
Center,
parking zones and
Melissa
assistance Health Kilcoyne
Services provides.
Editor In Chief
Turn to the academics section to learn about calculating
your GPA, operating the PIN system
and the benefits of Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarships.
Though everything you need to
know certainly is not included, we
tried to provide most of the basic
information. We hope this publication
is of some help to you in your first
weeks of college.

Ezell's
Cosmetology School
Look your best from head to toe with:
r

hairstyles

1

highlighting

4

manicures and pedicures!
.

Come in lor a ·new look!
504 Maple St. •

75~4723

• Monday • Friday 8 a.m. • 2:30 p.m.

Classes available in Cosmetology & Instructor Training
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Students connect through residential college communities
St ephanie Salmons
Staff Writer
ssalmons@thenews.org
Leaving home is a big step
for many incoming freshmen,
but balancing the newfound
freedom with new responsibilities can seem challenging.
Residential college life can
be more convenient than living off campus and offers
opportunities to help students
succeed.
"A major misconception is
that people don't want to live
in residential colleges, and
(would rather) live off campus, when, in reality, there are
people who like to live in the
residential colleges," said
Andrea Morrow, senior from
Brookport, Ill. and residential
adviser from Regents College.
Morrow said the appeal is
convenience.
"You're in the loop of what's
going on around campus,"
Morrow said.

Ann Landini, faculty head of variety of programs to stuHart Residential College and dents, Morrow said. Residenassociate professor of journal- tial College Council, debate
ism and mass communica- teams and intramural sports
encourage community buildtions, agreed.
"It's so much easier to walk ing.
a few steps to your class than
Landini said RCC is a great
it is to get into the car, drive, way for students to get
hunt for a parking spot and involved.
Students
can
worry about making it on become a floor representative,
time," Landini said. "The ben- Student Government Associaefits of living on campus far tion representative, or part of
outweigh the benefits of living a number of committees
off campus."
offered through RCC.
Landini also said living in a
"You can also get involved
residential college helps stu- through different opportunidents develop independence. ties through the first-year
To adjust students need to leader program," she said.
learn time management and "Each freshman is assigned to
budgeting and decision-mak- a small group (and) that group
ing skills.
is mentored by a sophomore
Morrow added a few other or an upperclassman. There
factors necessary for making a (are) many different activismooth transition.
ties, (incoming students) will
"The No. I step of adjusting be taken to, they will be
to residential college life is get exposed to and that will often
involved, get involved, get lead to involvement in differinvolved," she said.
ent activities here on camResidential colleges offer a pus."

Open Monday -Saturday
11 a.m. - midnight

file photo

Studen ts play poker in the Elizabeth College lobby during
a tournam ent organized by the residential ad visers.
Landini said one of the most
important things students
need to know about residential college life is a number of
people are available to give
advice, such as resident advisers and college heads.
"Murray State is a studentoriented,
student-friendly

campus," she said. "If they
have questions, there is someone who is willing to answer
them. If they need help, there
is someone there to help them.
They will find an unbelievable
amount of resources throughout the campus to help them
adjust their first year."

The area's best bands
live every Thursday!

Home of the Special Bean Roll
Unique Mexican Food • Cajun Specials • Salads • Deli Sandwiches • Barbeque • Soups
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Organizations offer outlet
for involvement, activities
Dan T epe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

sorority Recruitment. which
occurs in the fall, or fraternity
Rush, which occurs in fall and
spring.
Every faU, hundreds of
"Being in a fraternity has
incoming students enroll and helped me meet a wide variwalk the campus, looking for ety of people that I wouldn't
their place among the thou- have met had I not joined the
sands of faces. It can be diffi- fraternity," said Chris Glass,
cult to find that place within a senior from Louisville and
new community while staying member of Lambda Chi
Alpha.
true to one's identity.
Murray State also offers
Murray State offers a multitude of organizations and pro- many religious organizations.
grams to all students in an
According to the Murray
attempt to accommodate their State Web site, "the purpose
of the religious organizations
needs.
One way to get involved is is to provide various religious
through sororities and frater- communities where personal,
nities. There are 21 Greek social, intellectual.. moral and
chapters at the University. To spiritual needs can be met in
become a member, the stu- an atmosphere of care and
dent must participate in shared responsibility."

There are 26 religious organizations on campus.
The Baptist Student Union,
as well as the other campus
ministries, offers a variety of
programs in an effort to reach
out to freshmen.
"The BSU is a campus ministry that is involved in the
lives of many freshmen each
year," BSU President Bo Irvin
said. "We do our best to provide programs that meet
iile photo
freshmen's needs."
Students
attend
a
Chi
Alpha
worship
service.
Religious
Another way to connect
with other students is through groups are one type of organization students can join.
the Student Government large, said. "(Campus Activi- dents. There are many other
Association.
ties Board) and Freshmen ways to get plugged into Mur"There are so many aspects Council are two of the pro- ray State through numerous
within SGA which makes it grams that are available to all other organizations.
easy to get involved," Ryan freshmen."
Check out the full list of stuRingley, senior from Cordova,
These are just three types of dent
organizations
at
Tenn. and SGA senator-at- organizations available to stu- www.murraystate.edu.

urray, now where do

go?

HOT! FRESH! DELICIOUS! ALL-YOU-CAN EAT!

BUFFET
• Pizzas- Lots of Varieties I • Dessert Pizza • Pastas • Lasagna • Cheesesticks • Bread Sticks • Salad
Lunch Buffet

Dinner Buffet

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Everyday ;;>-

4:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Everyday

804 Chestnut St.

753-6656
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Off-campus housing
gives students space,
more living freedom
Ryan Saxton, sophomore from
Louisville, rents a house with three
friends. Saxton lived in Hart Residential College his first year at Murray
Murray State students who decide to State.
reside off campus have many options
Saxton, who has lived in the house
to consider.
since January, said he and his roomSome students choose to live in mates prefer the privacy of a house to
apartment complexes, such as Murray the residential college lifestyle.
'We're not forced to eat at Winslow,"
Place or Cambridge, while others rent
he said. "Obviously, the no (resident
houses.
According to Murray Place's Web adviser) thing is a big plus (and) we
site, two- or four-bedroom, fully fur- can play music loud without having to
nished or unfurnished apartments are regulate it."
available for rent. Rent includes elecWhile he enjoys living in his house,
tricity, water/sewer, a fitness center, Saxton said he sees the disadvantages
high-speed Internet and cable.
to living off campus.
Kim Bryan, busi"The thing I miss about the dorms is
other people comness manager at
Murray Place, said
" Obviously, the no (resi- ing around (and)
interaction with
students choose to dent adviser) thing is a big
people,"
Saxton
live in Murray Place plus (and) we can play
rather than other
said.
apartment complex- music loud without having
Since all freshmen and sophoes because of the to regulate it. "
bargain
they
mores are required
Ryan Saxton
to live on campus,
receive.
sophomore, Louisville
"Most of the time
Saxton had to go
they've already chothrough a process
sen to live off campus," Bryan said. to get exempt from housing to live off
"(They choose us) because of ameni- campus as a sophomore.
He said
ties, location and because it's a great rent for the house is more expensive
deal with fu rnished apartments."
than Murray State's room and board
Murray Place apartments are leased fees, but he prefers his current living
by room, and there are no yearly con- situation.
tracts, which allows students to go
The extra cost is also evened out by
home during long breaks, Bryan said. the house's potential use.
Also, roommates are not held responsi"My (roommate's) dad is a construcble if someone they live with does not tion guy," Saxton said. "It's an investpay rent.
ment for him."
Students can lease an apartment
Saxton also said he would rather live
online, which Bryan said benefits those in a house than an apartment.
students who do not live in the area.
"If I had to live in an apartment, I'd
Students can also choose their room- probably just live in the dorms," he
mates online at MurrayPlace.com.
said.
Students choose to live in Murray
He recommends future students live
Place because the apartments are close on campus to make acquaintances.
Said Saxton: "I would stick to the
to campus, and the living arrangement
in the apartments is conducive for dorms the first year or two because
that's how you meet the most people.
friends to live together.

Marianne Stonefleld

Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org

PC
DOCTOR
•••••••••••••••••

Computer Hardware &
Software Repair
266-9511
E-mail:
the pcdoctor@charter.net
Leal. Hatcher
President

P.O.Box1442
Murrav, 11.

"It's a really great place to shop!"
Welcome to consignment of exceptional quality.
We invite you to visit and buy in our attractive consignment sboppe which offers
quality fashions for:

Ladies • Gents • Children • Accessories • Maternity Wear

Voted Favorite Consignment
Shop Three Years In A Row!
est. 1975
Enjoy owning designer clothing at a fraction of the cost - beautiful and exceUent
condition.
Wear ''Sak's Fifth Avenue" at Sak's Ihri.f.t Avenue price!

~~~~
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Fix up your space with personal decorations
Vanessa Chllders
Managing Editor
vchilders@thenews.org

From bunking beds to coordinating colors, decorating
and arranging a residential
college room is one of the frrst
obstacles students tackle
when they move on campus.
Packing a refrigerator,
microwave, VCR. DVD player, TV, one or two computers
and other personal belongings
into a room that already has
two beds, two desks and, in
most cases, a nightstand or
dresser can be challenging for
students who want a decorative, well-designed room.
Joni Pind, merchandise
manager of Linens 'n Things
in Paducah, said storage is key
for students.
"They don't have too much
space to work with, so they
have to use what they have,"
Pind said.

Deciding to bunk or not
bunk the beds in the room is a
key factor in determining how
much space residents have for
other items.
Many students decide to
bunk the beds, allowing space
for a sitting area, or mini-living room. Pind said futons,
dish chairs, video rockers and
beanbag chairs are popular
seating options available at
many home living stores.
Students who decide not to
bunk the beds are more limited in space and sometimes use
the beds as places to not only
sleep but also to do homework
and entertain. If residents
decide not to bunk the beds,
many home living stores sell
shelving units that fit over the
headboard to create extra
storage for books, pictures
and collectibles.
Unbunked beds are more
conducive to the use of square
bed risers, available at many

Students often decorate their rooms with items, including lighting, bedding and pictures, that complement their personalities.
home living stores, or con- onto the bed posts of the beds dents gain at least 5 inches for
crete blocks, increasing stor- in the residential colleges.
storage. Although an averageage space under the bed.
By elevating the bed with
see CREATIVITY /7
Round bed risers do not fit risers or concrete blocks, stu-

TAKE O ur Now A VAilABLE

753-0440

Hwv. 641 Sourn
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENIER
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Creativity livens up rooms
last inch," Walker said.
Students who live in Hart,
size laundry basket will fit Elizabeth, White and Regents
under the beds at the standard colleges also must consider
9-inch height, a 10-gallon stor- the built-in bookshelves in the
age container wiJl not fit rooms, which can limit some
underneath it unless the bed is furniture arrangement and
raised at least 2 inches.
wall decoration options. In
However, using concrete Elizabeth, White and Regents
blocks with bunked beds colleges, a large dresser
leaves little head room for the increases layout limitations.
top bunk occupant. Bed risers
When decorating walls, the
will not hold the weight of Housing Office limits what
people on bunked beds.
students can use to attach
After deciding to bunk or items to them. Nails and
not bunk the beds, students screws are prohibited, so
still must decide how to orga- many students turn to doublenize the rest of the room to sided tape, duct tape, mirror
ensure everything brought tape and Sticky-Tack.
from home will fit.
However, rooms can get
Wendee Walker, store co- hot, causing Sticky-Tack to
manager of Organized Living tum gummy and lose its hold
in Louisville, said her store on posters and tapestries.
and other home living stores
W ind coming in from open
offer various shelving units to windows can warp phomaximize the available space. tographs on walls if they are
"Usually, there is only one not secured tightly at the corgood wall in a dorm room, so ners, so some students choose
students have to utilize every to purchase shelves or stack-

FromPage6

Line Western
World, Inc.

file photo

These Elizabeth College residents use animal hides and other hunting-related decor to
make their room feel more like home.
able crates on which they can
place frames and collectibles.
With the largest rooms in
Hart College, measuring 11
feet by 17 feet, moving two
students' items into one room
can be a challenge, forcing
some students to choose
between luxuries and necessities.

"I remember, when I fi rst
went to college, I thought I
couldn't live without anything," Wendee Walker said.
"Sometimes it's easier to go
with the minimal amount and
know the local stores have the
other stuff when you need it."
Many local shops offer
deals beginning in mid-

August. For students from
areas that do not have large
home living stores, shopping
online may also be an option.
Many of these Web sites
offer special sections devoted
to dorm room decor, including shelving, bedding, lighting, bath essentials, posters
and more.

Western Wear • Jewelry • Trailers
Tack · Pro Rodeo Equipment
Home Decor • Yard Decor
Larry & Lynda Ward
Barry & Tina Ward

u

705 Main St., HWY 641
Hazel, KY 42049
www.statelinewesternworld.com
e-mail: Statelinewestern@cs.com

BUS: 270-492-6144

u

Fax: 270-492-6248
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Leaders help on moving in day
Stephanie Zeller

and returning students.
"They'll see a lot of friend News Editor
ly, smiling faces and a lot of
szeller@thenews.org
people willing to help as they
Campus community mem- begin their experience as a
bers help new students tran- Murray State Racer," Young
sition into the residential col- said.
leges every fall to relieve the
Paul Naberezny, coordinaanxiety that comes with mov- tor of the First Year Experiing into a new home.
ence Program, said the lowAssistant Vice President of rise residential colleges do
Student Affairs Mike Young not have elevators but are not
said first-year leaders, return- a challenge because so many
ing students who help guide people are available to carry
freshmen through Great heavy objects to each floor.
Beginnings and their first
Terry Burgess, assistant
year at Murray State, will director for Residence Sergreet students and families.
vices, said it is important new
University officials and students contact their roomfirst-year leaders also help mates prior to moving in to
new students move in to the decide what each will bring.
residential colleges to ease
Only one refrigerator, 4.5
the experience.
cubic feet or smaller, and one
"The people who come to microwave. 600 watts or less,
help you move in will help are permitted in each room.
you all the way to your Toasters and toaster ovens
are not allowed.
room," Young said.
At 10 a.m. Aug. 20, residenMany things, such as pets
tial colleges will open to new other than fish, are

because of safety and sanitary
standards.
Anything that may damage
walls, including dart boards
with metal-tipped darts,
screws and nails, are not
allowed.
Students also cannot paint
walls or move Universityowned furnitu re out of
rooms.
Candles that are not in their
original wrappers or do not
have the wick cut off are prohibited to help prevent fires.
Burgess said students can
raise beds with cinder blocks,
but they cannot raise it more
than 1 foot. A full list of items
is in the Summer Orientation
guide.
Living on campus is a learning
experience,
Paul
Naberezny said.
"They've
never
lived
among 300 students," he said.
"People learn to live together,
even if they have personal
differences."

(7:51:)

file photo

Some students utilize shopping carts and other wheeled
objects to help them move into the residential colleges
that have elevators at the beginning of the year.
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WILSON'S FLORIST
114 S. Fifth Street • Murray, Ky. 42071
753-4156
• Toll Free 1-866-753-4156
....
Mike Wilson • Owner/Designer
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Close quarters

Students learn to live,
coexist in small rooms

We WUI Be Opea
6 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Moaday - Saturday
Effective AprU 1

Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer

new students become adjusted to college life as well as living with someone
new during the 2004-05 school year.
pdishon@thenews.org
"All college students are adults and
Murray State requires most full- should be able to handle some level of
time traditional students to live on conflict management," Blackmon said.
campus their flrst two years. During "It is very important to (the residenthis time, many students are required tial college stafO to see residents
to live with a roommate.
develop the maturity to handle their
As intimidating as this may seem, own problems."
Blackmon said if problems persist,
the residential college staff workers
strive to help students become accus- staff members are there to help.
tomed to this new living arrangement.
"If the problem persists and the
Ken Ashlock, graduate student from roommates are unable to effectively
East Alton, Ill., served as the residence solve their conflict, the RA will step in
director of Clark College from 2003 to and mediate," Blackmon said. "If the
spring 2005.
RA and two roommates are unable to
Ashlock said the job of an RD is to solve the conflict, (an RD) will assist
equip the residential college staff with in the process. Moving rooms is a last
the proper tools to handle situations resort and is at the discretion of the
that may arise between students.
residence director."
"We do a lot of programming in the
One of the biggest causes of conflict
halls at the beginning of the ye~ to between new roommates is fear of
help acclimate students to college change, Blackmon said.
life,'' Ashlock said.
"Many students come to college
Ashlock said these activities include with an idea of how their roommate
games to help new students get to will be and what they will look like,"
know their roommates, as well as the Blackmon said. "If the roommate does
rest of the residents in their hall. He not flt the other roommate's mold,
said during the beginning of the many times the relationship is
semester students, with assistance doomed from the beginning.
from their resident advisers, must also
"'f your roommate is not what you
write out a roommate contract
expected, take the first couple weeks
This contract focuses on things such of school to really get to know the
as visitation, sharing food, cleaning other· person," she said. "College is a
and arranging the room.
chance to broaden your horizons, do
Natalie Blackmon, graduate student not let that chance pass you by
from Paducah and residence director because of bias or prejudice."
of White College, said the contract
The keys to a successful relationcan be the most effective tool in ship, Blackmon said, are to remain
resolving conflict between roommates cooperative,
open-minded
and
when it is fllled out correctly.
respectful.
"The roommate contract, in theory,
"Remember that you want to treat
is to allow open communication others how you want to be treated and
between the roommates about their your residential college experience
needs and wants for the shared living will be much better," Blackmon said.
environment,'' Blackmon said. "The "In most cases, your freshman roomroommate contract is an important mate will become your best friend."
tool for living together, especially if
For more information on applying
you have never (shared) a room with for campus housing or for help with
roommate conflicts, call the Housing
anyone."
Blackmon said she worked to help Office at 762-2310.
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Students enjoy variety of off-campus entertainment options
Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant College Life Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

While campus life usually
holds a plethora of opportunities for entertainment during
the week and on the weekends, occasionally getting
away from the regular stomping grounds can be a nice
change of pace.
Murray may not be a major
metropolitan area, but there
are plenty of choices for
entertainment in town.
When the weather is pleasant, Ryan Ringley, senior from
Cardova. Tenn. said there is
nowhere she would rather be
than the park.
"In the spring there are little
league baseball games to
watch. and in the fall there are
intramural softball games,"
Ringley said. "There is always
something going on, and it is
just a great place to go to hang
out with your friends."

Andrea Chapman/The News

Usa Yates (left), from Murray, and Reagan Blankenship, &om Gallatin, Tenn., visit
Dairy (bleen for an after-dinner treat. Dairy (bleen is a common hangout for students.
Murray has two parks, Central Park, located behind The
Big Apple, and Chestnut Park,
located on Chestnut ·Street.
Both parks have playgrounds
and baseball fields. Central
Park also has an amphitheater,

a walking trail and two historic buildings, as well as a
pool that is open from May to
September, noon to 7 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 16 p.m. Sunday.
Joanie Balbach, junior from

Louisville, said on nice days
she likes to enjoy a cool treat
or hang out at her favorite
Mexican restaurant.
"I like the ice cream at Dairy
Queen, and that you eat it outside," Balbach said. "I also

love going to Los Portales to
eat and hang out with friends
because I love the atmosphere
and the free chips and salsa."
The weather is not always
perfect, though, and there are
other activities better suited
for rainy days.
Sophomore Eric Morris,
from Madisonville, bowls
once a week at the Corvette
Bowling Lanes on Main Street,
just past Sparks Hall.
"They offer a student discount, and there's only a few
nights a week when it is
packed because of league
play," he said.
Morris said though not
many of his friends bowl, he
still enjoys going by himself.
If bowling is not up your
alley, you can hit the rink at
the Circus Skate on Hwy. 641
North. For something more
relaxing, Cheri Theatres
offers students a discounted
price of $4 Monday through
Thursday with a Racercard.

Monday

Tuesday

Martini Madness

$1.50 Margaritas

5 p.m.- 9 p.m.

Half price martinis%
From 6 p.m. - close

-.

Wednesday

Thursday

Miller Night
Bo~ket

Oyster Night

of Beer

50e Oysters on the Halfshell

Six Miller Lite long necks $10

4 p.m.- 10 p.m.

9 p.m. - close

Welcome to Murray%
'<.
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WELCOME BACK MSU STUDENTS!
AT HERITAGE BANK IN MURRAY, YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF:

• FREE STUDENT CHECKING

HOUSE ACROSS FROM THE RSEC

•

•

ATM'S ON MAIN STREET AND NEXT TO HUDDLE

FREE ONLINE BANKING AND BILL PAY
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•

VISIT US

WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM

YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.
210 NORTH 12TH STREET

•

MURRA Y, KENTUCKY 42071

•
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Meal plan options allow choice
with variety of available eateries
men should eat in the Thoroughbred
Janet Robb
College Life Editor
Room if possible.
jrobb@thenews.org
"T-Room has better food, but
Winslow has better variety," she said.
Flack said if students want to eat
Eventually groceries and extra
money will run out leaving freshmen healthy, their choices are limited.
no choice but to use their meal plan at
If these options don't appeal to
an on-campus dining facility.
freshmen, they can also use their meal
With Winslow Dinning Hall, the plans at the food carts located in the
Thoroughbred Room and Fast Track Business Building and Faculty Hall.
Freshmen and sophomores who live
as the main eateries, the choice is not
bard, especially for freshmen.
on campus are required to purchase a
William Benriter, director of Food meal plan each semester.
Benriter suggested opening a declinServices, said where students live dicing
balance account as well so they
tates where they can eat.
can
eat
anywhere on campus.
"Freshman that live in one of the resSunset
Strips, Subway and the Sugar
idential colleges on the north side of
Cube
use
declining balance and the
campus can eat at Winslow or the Fast
Racer
Elite
meal plan, which is only
Track with their meal plan," he said.
available
to
upperclassmen.
Benriter said freshmen who live in
If students are looking for a snack,
Regents and White colleges can also
they
c~ go to Fast Track, Starbooks,
eat in the Thoroughbred Room, locatthe
Healthy
Horse Cafe, the Sugar
ed in the Curtis Center, which is usually reserved for upperclassmen.
Cube or the Thoroughbrewed Cafe to
Detrice Flack, non-traditional stu- purchase items like pastries, coffee
dent from Jackson, Tenn., said fresh- and smoothies.

Wlulow .Diniag U:aUr declining balance, tneal plan, cash and check •

S...., CUbe: declining balance; caSh

Red Barn
Gift Shoppe
"The Area 's Most Unique Shoppe"
Beverly Lemons, Owner

• Candles & Gifts
• Custom Wreaths & Arrangements
• Concrete Statuary & Garden Art
• Seasonal Bedding Plants
Hours: Monday- Saturday, 10- 5 p.m.
Sunday, 1 - 5 p.m.
5173 94 W. • Murray, KY 42071
Ph one: (270) 435-4770 • Fax: (270) 435-4771
www.redharngifts .com
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Intramural sports give students chance to meet
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

For people who were athletes in high school or anyone
who loves sports, the jump to
college presents a vast array
of intramural sports students
can compete in while meeting
people at the same time.
The competitive nature may
still reside in some students
on the playing fields, but a
chance to take a break from
school to compete in sports
with friends is always welcome.
The opportunity to meet
new people is one of the main
things intramurals coordinator Alison Epperson emphasized.
"One thing I tell most students is the networking
opportunity they have by
playing intramural sports,"
Epperson said. "Students get a

great chance to meet people
and have the opportunity to
get involved!'
Epperson said a third of the
student body participates in
intramurals, including flag
football, softball, volleyball,
soccer and basketball. There
were 70 flag football teams in
fall 2004, the most ever at
Murray State.
Different
leagues
are
offered in the various intramural sports throughout the
seasons. Residential colleges
all have their own individual
athletic directors for both
men and women so they can
keep students up-to-date
about the leagues.
Independent leagues are
those created by students who
want to have their own team
with their own players.
Other leagues include the
fraternities and sororities on
campus.
Mikey Moreland, senior

file photo

A member of the independent team SOC attempts a free
throw as other players stand outside the lane and watch.
from Versailles, plays intramural sports for his fraternity
and residential college.
"I've done intramural sports
for my fraternity, and it's a little more competitive," Moreland said. "I do it for my resi-

dential college to just have
fun, meet people and enjoy it."
Every team must have a
member go through a referee
training session to help the
intramural office officiate
games. Students working in

the campus recreation office
head up aU sports in the intramural leagues.
During the fall, the intramural office offers softball,
flag football and fraternity
golf.
For the spring, sports like
soccer, volleyball, basketball
and golf provide students
with several options to participate.
One of the new sports
included in the spring season
because of the Student Recreation and Wellness Center
was swimming. A swim meet
was held to crown a residential college swimming champion and to utilize the new
pool in the wellness center.
Interested students can visit
the wellness center and the
intramural office. The office is
open for visitors, so anyone
can come in, pick up
brochures and learn about the
intramural experience.

Get Involved with SGA
Murray State University
The Cake Lady Bakery & Catering
on S. 12th St. has the largest quantity of party supplies
in Murray. With over 100 balloons, over 35 different kinds of plates &
napkins as well as invitations, party favors, pinatas, cards, gift wrap & gifts.
We decorate cakes for all occasions, bake cookies, muffins, breads &

all kinds of food. We can help you plan and cook for any occasion!
The Cake Lady also does gift baskets, balloon bouquets & trays of
food- even delivers!
Come to The Cake Lady Bakery & Catering at 715 - B S. 12th St.
across from Food Giant Grocery or call762-0450.
Hours: Tuesday- Friday, 10 - 5 p.m. • Saturday 8- noon
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The Student Government Association would like to
welcome you to Murray State University and take this
opportunity to tell you about our organization. The
SGA has five different ways YOU can be a part of
Student Government:

Student Senate
Judicial Board
Campus Activities Board
Residential College Association
Freshmen Council
For more information,
please contact the
SGA Office at

762-6951
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Director offers knowledge
to ensure safety of students
Carrie Pond
Opinion Editor
cpond;wthenews.org

For many students, coming to college is the first time they will be on
their own. Because of this, incoming
freshmen must pay attention to safety
procedures to prevent problems.
David DeVoss, director of Public
Safety, said via fax it is important for
freshmen to pay attention to their surroundings to ensure their safety.
"Campus safety is the responsibility
of the entire University community,"
he said. "Often, freshmen become targets to individuals simply because
everyday precautions arc not taken.
Our campus is safe, but always use
good crime prevention and safety
sense."
Some general precautions DeVoss
said students should take include
always locking vehicle and room
doors, even if gone for a short period
of time, walking and running in pairs
or groups in lighted areas at night and
never leaving valuable items in a vehicle in plain sight.
DeVoss said many of the same precautions should be taken on move-in
day.
"Move-in day presents many challenges, not only for new students, but
returning students as well," be said.
"Most of the crime prevention safe
guards apply here. Don't leave your
vehicle unattended and unlocked or
with personal items in the open truck
bed while moving items to your room.
Never let people in your room
unescorted."
After moving in, DeVoss said taking
necessary safety precautions can
affect the residential college experience.
"Living in residential colleges is, for
many, an unforgettable experience,"
he said. "Th e experience can be
rewarding or stressful."
DeVoss said to follow the r~es
established for residential college living, keep windows closed when not in
the room, use the front entrances and
never prop open the side or rear doors.
"Attend the residential college meetings," he said. "Be informed. Know
who your residence director is. Know

who your resident adviser is (and)
report to the staff any problem, safety
or security concern immediately."
Regarding pedestrian safety, DeVoss
said it is important to pay attention to
the surroundings.
"Pedestrian safety is important to all
universities," he said. "MSU takes
measures to educate the University
community on where crosswalks arc
located and (the) responsibilities of
drivers and pedestrians. Drivers on
campus are expected to yield when a
pedestrian is in a crosswalk. Kentucky
law allows for a criminal penalty for
those drivers not yielding."
Safety precautions should also be
taken when a student is online,
DeVoss said.
"The Internet is the modern student's highway," he said. "Accessing the
Internet opens doors for a new wave
of today's criminals. Never give out
your MSU (Personal Identification
Number), change your password with
some frequency (and) never give
banking information over the Internet.
You just never know."
DeVoss also recommends shutting
computers down when not in use.
He said Public Safety provides
escorts for students, faculty and staff
on campus from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. Students can call Public Safety at 2222 to
request an escort.
"Report all crimes, suspicious activity or something that just doesn't feel
right to the Public Safety Department
(by) dialing 2222 or 911 on campus and
911 off campus," DeVoss said. "If a student has a safety concern, (they
should) call Public Safety immediately. The old saying, 'if it doesn't feel
right, it probably isn't right' (is true).
Murray State is a safe campus, (but)
safety begins with the individual."
Alicia Anderson, graduate student
from Toone, Tenn., said she feels safe
when she is on campus.
"They have a lot of lights around
here, and Racer Patrol can help you if
you need an escort," she said.
While Anderson said she has had no
reason to request an escort, knowing
the option is available makes her feel
safe. She said students should be
aware of their surroundings to
increase their safety.
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Man ay - Friday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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111 S. Fourth St. ., Murray, KY 42071
(270) 761 - GIFT (4438)

Riley's Used
Furniture
We buy and sell used furniture.
3048 Hwy. 641
Murray, Ky.
270-753-8501
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Park it
Obeying regulations easy way to keep cash in wallet
Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
efields@thenews.org

Parking conditions at Murray State often top students'
lists of complaints, but if students make following the regulations a priority, some
relief may be on the way.
"Individual disregard for
parking controls plays a
major role in the Public Safety Department's efforts to
maintain safe avenues and
prevent disorder," David
DeVoss, director of Public
Safety, said.
According to the University Web site, all students, faculty and staff must register
with Public Safety to get a
parking tag. They cost $55 per

year and $35 for freshmen,
who have to park at Roy
Stewart Stadium. A colorcoded tag, which coincides
with the colored signs designating parking lots, must
hang from the rearview mirror at all times.
Public Safety issues purple
tags to freshmen, and the
only place they can park is
Roy Stewart Stadium, except
during the weekends and
finals week. It seems like a
long walk, but with the abundant amount of spaces, they
are assured a spot.
Sophomores and upperclassmen are issued yellow
tags. This group seems to
have the hardest ti.rile finding
spaces, especially during the
week.

Commuters get red tags
and and have specific parking
lots where they can park
within a reasonable distance
from academic buildings.
Other
colored
zones
include blue for faculty and
staff, brown for Regents and
White residents and green
for College Courts residents.
DeVoss said he wants to
remind students that anytime
thousands of people with
diverse schedules are in one
designated area, parking can
get a little tight.
Despite
the
concern,
DeVoss said parking lots
along the perimeter are sufficient to handle the heavy
amount of traffic.
"The most common misconception about parking at

MSU is that there isn't
enough spaces to accommodate drivers," DeVoss said.
"True, spaces at individual
buildings cannot possibly
meet everyone's expectations
to park at the 'rear door,'"
DeVoss said.
Public Safety officers
enforce the residential college parking zones 24 hours a
day, Sunday evening through
noon on Friday and patrol
zones on the academic side of
campus between 7 a.m. and 4
p.m. on weekdays.
Parking in restricted areas
like fire zones, yellow curbs
and handicapped spaces are
always prohibited, and officers will issue tickets and
fmes.
Fines of $25 are issued for

vehicles not displaying a
parking tag and $10 fines for
those venturing out of their
designated parking zones.
More costly fmes of $40
include false registration,
parking in a fire lane and
blocking loading docks.
"To help meet parking
issues, the entire University
community, including students, must work together to
meet needs, find solutions
and comply with existing
parking controls," DeVoss
said. "Taking an extra three
minutes, walking to a class or
event, may seem inconsequential, but when multiplied
is significant."
More parking information
can be found at www.murraystate.edu/publicsafety.

your
Expresso's
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Middle Eastern, & Greek
Ice cream cones, desserts, &
Asian iced coffees!

Lunch & Dinner Specials!
Monday - Friday 9:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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Wellness center pitches variety
of activities for MSU students
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
tmoore@thenews.org

Start with $10 million. Construct a building encompassing 73,000 square feet. Add in
three full-size basketball
courts, a swimming pool and
state-of-the-art fitness equipment. What does this make?
T he brand-new Student
Recreation and Wellness Center.
Since opening in January,
Murray State students have
taken full advantage of the
services and equipment it
offers.
The center averages nearly
1,400 students on weekdays,
and 1,000 students on weekends.

"I love working out at the
new wellness center," Ashlee
Gladson, freshman from Collierville, Tenn., said. "The
center is so open and you fee l
like you are at a high-end fitness club where you should
be paying an outrageous fee
to work out."
The wellness center boasts
many amenities including two
racquetball courts, an indoor
track, free weights, selectorized machines and cardio
workout equipment.
Zach Hobbs, manager of the
wellness center, said the basketball courts, pool and spa
are a few of the most popular
features.
"The spinning classes are
also very popular, and they
always seem to be full,"

Hobbs said. "The other aerobic classes are always full.
There really is something for
everyone."
Students generally use the
facility to work out, but there
are other services offered.
The facility boasts The
Healthy Horse Cafe, which
sells smoothies and other
drinks, computers with Internet access and a TV lounge
with couches for relaxing.
"Students are really beginning to enjoy it as a social
scene," Hobbs said. "Students
come in and sit on the couches, eat dinner and get smoothies and watch TV. They are
really enjoying it for sure."
Though the wellness center
is new, its popularity skyrocketed after opening.

file photo

Students occupy all the treadmills and ellipticals on the
upper level of the wellness center.
"I love the new facility,"
Brent Rieke, freshman from
Crestwood, said. "I like bow it
is available to all students and
the convenience of where it is.
I think it will encourage better
health among all students."
From the equipment to the

classes, the facilit y offers
something for everyone.
"The new state-of-the-art
facility caters to everyone,"
Zach Hobbs said. "It caters to
every age group and every
skill level. It really is a multipurpose facility."

If there are horrible
noises coming from
your car, and 1t's not
the radio station's top
40, IT'S TIME YOU
CAME TO SEE US!
We're committed to quality auto care, excellent customer. service and fair prices. It's our goal to have
you back on the road fast with complete auto care, from engine to muffler and every part in between.

CUNNINGHAM AUTO REPAIR
619 S. Fo urth St. • Murray, KY 42071 • (2 70) 7 53-683 1
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Health Services provides an array of on-campus options
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor In Chief
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

From treating injuries and
recommending medication to
educating students on preventative measures, Health Services provides free basic care
to all students.
Judy Lyle, health educator
and staff nurse, said Health
Services encourages all students to visit the clinic in 136
Wells Hall to take advantage
of the help offered.
·we want students to utilize
our services," she said. "That's
why we're here, and it's very
important for students to stay
healthy while in school. It
makes their success in the
classroom, as well as when
they get out into their workplace."
When visiting Health Services, students first sign in at
the reception area and wait

for one of four nurses to
examine them.
After a brief assessment, a
nurse will either make a recommendation to the student,
call in a prescription consistent with standing doctor's
orders, refer them to a physician, make them an appointment to meet with the Health
Services physician or treat the
problem.
The part-time doctor works
approximately six hours each
week and sees students based
on previously made appointments. The physician does not
conduct physical examinations because of time
restraints.
Lyle said nurses treat on a
conservative basis, making
referrals to private physicians
when the condition is not
within their standing orders.
"We don't try to diagnose
and treat things that we're not
capable of doing," she said.

When treating injuries,
Health Services provides
crutches for loan and any necessary bandages.
Health Services provides a
variety of health education
classes. In the fall, workers
host a Love Your Body Fair,
the Great American Smoke
Out, programs for Alcohol
Awareness Week and other
events as needed.
"Our primary goal is to prevent students from becoming
ill, not only short-term illnesses, like the cold, but long-term
like hypertension or elevated
cholesterol levels," Lyle said.
The Purchase District Family Planning Program provides
gynecological examinations
for women, Pap smears and
free birth control if eligible.
Kentucky's Sexually Transmitted Disease Program provides free condoms through
Health Services. Money from
students does not contribute

to any one of these services,
Lyle said.
Before coming to college,
Lyle said Health Services recommends students have an
up-to-date
immunization
record but none are required
to attend the University.
Health Services refers students to the Public Health
Department, which is about
one mile from campus, for
more <:ost-effective immunizations.
The Health Services' W cb
site suggests students the
Hepatitis B and Meningitis
vaccines in addition to those
required to attend public
schools.
"Consult with your private
doctor to see if you're at risk
for any of these diseases, and,
if so, you may need to get the
immunizations before starting
school,'' Lyle said.
For more information visit
call the office at 762-3809.
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Now leasing at Murray Place!
Where will you be living this fall ? Murray Place offers 2 and 4 - bedroom,
fully-furnished apartments, each with p r ivate bathroo m s a n d w ash e r s
a nd d ryers. Other amenities i n this luxury student community Include :
•
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High- speed Internet
Sparkling swimming pool
Exciting community events
Clubhouse with ping pong ,
pool and foosball tables
• Tennis courts
•

• Fitness center
• All- Inclusive rent w i th
e l ectricity, water a n d cable
• Cable package Incl udes HBO
and Cinemax
• Rates starting at $2991

Reserve y o ur r oom a nd c h oose y o ur r oomma t es o nline.
www. M urrayPiaca.com
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Official encourages students to study grading system
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor in Chief
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

.,.

College grading systems
differ from high school criteria in several ways, and getting familiar with the specifics
is the first step in achieving
the desired GPA.
Registrar Donna Harris said
students need to familiarize
themselves with the semester's calendar before classes
begin. She suggested penciling in deadlines for dropping
and auditing classes.
"Even if right now they
don't plan to drop or audit a
course, those plans change,
and they need to know there
are deadlines," Harris said.
The drop deadline comes
before the audit deadline and
involves receiving no credit
for the course. Dropping a
class can also bump a student
from full-time to part-time

status and result in loss of
insurance and scholarships.
Because of the loss of hours,
some students choose to audit
courses, which prevents them
from receiving a grade for the
course while still allowing
them to be considered full
time. To audit a class, students must receive the professor's permission, continue to
attend and do passing work.
Harris said it is more difficult to fix grade problems
after grades are posted, so she
recommends students look
for help during the semester
when problems begin.
"New freshmen must have a
GPA at the end of their first
semester," she said. "If you
don't get (at least one) D in
something, you will automatically go on suspension, and a
suspension means you have to
take a semester off from
school."
If freshmen receive a 1.75

GPA or lower, they will be
placed on probation, which
requires students to increase
their GPA at the next grading
period. If an increase does not
occur, the student will be
placed on suspension.
Harris suggested students
seek help with grades through
Freshman Orientation classes,
Student Mfairs and the Counseling and Testing Center.
"The thing that we have to
convey to freshman is don't
hide behind 'I don't know' or
'I don't know who to talk to,"'
she said. "The bottom line for
freshman is they cannot ask
too many questions. They
must take names when they
ask questions and know what
office it was in. Help us to
help you by keeping a trail
and knowing where you've
been."
Another large difference in
college grading is that,
regardless of who is paying
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the bill, parents do not have
rights to access students'
grades without their child's
permission because of the
Family Education Rights and
Privacy Act, also known as
the Buckley amendment. She
suggested if parents pay for
tuition, they should keep
information to access student
PIN accounts.
Harris said it is also important for students to be familiar

with the PIN system before
classes begin because it provides immediate access to
schedules and their account.
"When they leave Summer
Orientation, we do their
schedule for them because
sometimes there needs to be
some juggling," she said. "For
one time only, they stand in
line, but if they make changes,
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Technology provides fast access
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and Advanced Placement credits
receive credit from the University, but
it is important they see with their own those grades do not affect GPA.
two eyes that the schedule got Grades earned at other colleges or as
changed."
part of dual-credit programs must be
Students can access the PIN system verified with transcripts from those
at www.murraystate.cdu and clicking institutions, Harris said.
on the PIN graphic at the bottom of
The University monitors students
the page. Students then enter their through advisers. If midterms indicate
Social Security number and birth date a student is having trouble, an official
to log in the first time. Afterward, stu- will investigate.
"They will ask why students aren't
dents are required ·to select their own
four djgit PIN number to usc as a pass- in class," Harris said. "We don't just
wait for students to come to us. We
word.
After the Bursar's Office runs the reach out and grab them. But a lot of
bills, each student will receive an times, it's the borderline students who
account in the maiL
we don't really know need help until
"They need to be responsible to it's too late."
If students do wait too late to
check their account balance to make
sure everything is OK," Harris said. improve a semester's grades, options
"The sooner we can get students used are still available. Harris said the
to using the PIN system, the better fastest way to increase a low GPA is to
because it's so much information for retake a course with a low grade.
However, she pointed out the Unithcin."
Grades are also released via the PIN versity keeps the second grade even if
system at midterm and the semester's it is lower than the fust. The transcript will indicate the repeat, but the
end, as grades are no longer mailed.
Those coming to Murray State with GPA is recalculated to reflect the
College Level Examination Program change.
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Kentucky scholarships help
students finance education
BobHengge

Unlike most scholarships, which
expire from year to year, KEES is
available all four years the student is
bhengge@thenews.org
enrolled in college. Students who
Upon entering Kentucky, signs want to attend an out~of-state college
reading, "Welcome to Kentucky, or university can use KEES through a
where education pays," greet travel- program called Academic Common
ers.
Market.
Thanks to programs such as Ken"I think the best part about KEES is
tucky Educational Excellence Schol- that it's automatic," Mike Dail, junior
arship, that message rings truer in from Murray, said. "You don't have to
Kentucky than in most neighboring apply, you don't have to do anything
except Live in Kentucky. I think it's a
states.
The 1998 Kentucky General Assem- great motivator for students to try
bly provided high school students their best in high school."
Students must be enrolled at a pubwith the opportunity to finance their
postsecondary education by allowing Lic university in a state that particistudents to earn scholarships for col- pates in the ACM and be pursuing an
lege or technical schools by maintain- approved ACM program of study to
ing high GPAs. Students who make use their KEES money outside of Kengood grades in high school can tucky.
The maximum amount of money a
decrease the financial burden that college or technical school tuition can student can earn for their grades is
$500 per year for a 4.0 GPA, with $125
cause.
By maintaining a 2.5 GPA through- per year for the minimum 2.5 GPA.
out high school and performing well That annual payment is in addition to
on standardized tests such as the any money received for an ACT
ACT, students can earn money that is score, with awards ranging from $500
applied to each year they attend an in- for a score of 28 or better and $36 for
state university or college. The con- a score of 15.
venience factor surrounding KEES is
"I think a lot of times Kentucky gets
there is no need to apply for it, all stu- a bad rap for our education programs,
dents are automatically recipients of but KEES is something totally benefithe scholarships, if they meet the aca- cial to the students and docs nothing
but promote advancing our educademic and residency requirements.
"I know for me that KEES has been tion," Bobby Potts, sophomore from
very beneficial," Casey Humkey, Murray, said. "It may not be a huge
sophomore from Lexington, said. amount of money, but every little bit
"College is expensive, and every little helps, and it shows that the people
bit helps. To have that automatically from Frankfort do actually care about
is a huge boost for me."
us."
Staff Writer

Szechuan, Hunan, & Mandarin Cuisine
Eat In • Take Out

Mon.~

Thurs. 10:30 a.m. ~ 10:30 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 10:30 a.m.- 11 p.m.
Sunday 10:30 a.m.· 10 p.m.
638 N. 12th St. • Murray; KY
(Next to Office Depot)
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MAIN STREET MUSIC
210 Main Street
759-0420

ACOUSTIC AND ELECTRIC
GUITARS, AMPS,
KEYBOARDS AND MORE!

mainstreetguitars.com
Hours:
Monday - Friday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday noon- 4 p.m.
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A good book gives you knowledge. A good bank gives you confidence.
As a college student, you have better things to do than worry about managing money. That's why we offer the Regions Free
Checking* account. We've combined the banking services that college students need most into one convenient package. We
even offer free online banking with bill pay and a free Regions Platinum Visa• CheckCard. What could be easier? Learn more
by calling our University Branch located next to Roy Stewart Stadium at 753-6161.
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